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SENIOR CLASS PRESIDENT-ELECT Leigh Ann Scheider, right, celebrates with roommate Liza Risoli. 
4.4.05.wins senior race 
One-party SGA election suffers from low turn:out 
Staff Writer 
In an uncontested Student 
Government executive board 
election, 8.2 percent of students vot-
ed in Tuesday's elections, a 3.6-per-
cent decrease from last year. 
The unopposed Solutions Party 
won the SGA spot, with 515 
votes. Also, 4.4.05 beat out The Pa-
jama Party for the senior class 
executive board with 224 votes to 
178 votes. 
There was a total of 535 votes 
cast in the SGA election, in which 
there was only one party running in 
an unopposed campaign. In the se-
nior class election, there was a to-
tal of 406 votes cast. This is a nine 
percent increase from last year's 
369 votes. 
elections committee chairman, 
said the Election Committee is very 
pleased with the voter turnout this 
year, especially considering there 
was only one party running for 
• SGA. Pearsall said it is encourag-
ing that though there was only one 
party, the students still used their 
voices and voted. 
The Solutions Party members 
. were also pleased with the voter 
turnout since they were running un-
contested, but hope to see bigger 
numbers in the future. They said 
they are also looking forward to 
next year and what it holds for the 
student body. 
"We are ready to get started," 
said· sophomore Brian Dashew, 
student body president-elect. 
"We've had a lot of ideas in place, 
8' , 
now we can finally start to get those 
ideas in motion." 
Solutions' platform was built 
around students, and the group 
plans to use its capacity as the ex-
ecutive board of SGA to empower 
student voices and provide access. 
Freshman Kristen Leising, vice 
president of campus affairs-elect, 
commented on the support Solu-
tions received despite being un-
contested. 
"One out of 12 students put in 
their support for our party, and that 
says something," she said. "Based 
on the turnout, [the students] must 
have taken what we said to heart." 
Along with Dashew and Leising, 
the Solutions Party includes 
sophomore Dave Syracuse, vice 
See ELECTED, Page 4 
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BY CHRIS WHITE 
Staff Writer 
It has happened to every stu-
dent at least once. Waking up 
early and going to class 
halfway across campus only to 
find a piece of paper .hanging on 
the door saying the class is can-
celed and there was no need to 
get up. 
In the future, students may 
wake up in the morning, log onto 
the computer system and find a 
message saying that class is 
canceled. 
This is what a new Student In-
formation System could bring to 
the college after it is fully im-
plemented, said Larry Metzger, 
dean of enrollment planning 
and chairman of the Student In-
formation System project's 
steering committee. 
The lllfomwion 
students through the registrar's 
Web site and offers access to 
transcripts, grades and account 
information. 
Metzger said a new system 
would enable a student to get all 
of their infol1Jl8lion with one sin-
gle log-on. 
With one sign-on, a student 
would be able to check e-mail, 
class schedules and other pertinent 
information from one place. 
Four possible vendors, from 
which the college will purchase 
the system, have recently con-
cluded their presentations to 
campus, and one or two finalists 
will be announced later this 
week. 
The four companies under 
consideration were People-
Soft, Oracle, Datatel and Sun-
gard/SCT. 
Metzger said the full price of 
the system will be in the millions, 
but it's an investment the college 
has to make to keep up with 
changing technology. 
The college built its current 
SIS system over time as the need 
developed, said Tom Torello, ex-
ecutive director of marketing 
communications and member 
of the SIS steering committee. 
Metzger said every so often, 
a major network system like this · 
needs to be completely updated. 
The school was dealing too 
much with aging technology 
and aging software, and it was 
time an overhaul, he said. 
Torello said the school first 
looked into the option of build-
ing its own system. 
"[We] realized 
SO!J}~ t 
sense," h~ said. 
To decide on companies, the 
school hired a consulting firm. 
Torello said the school fed the 
firm information, and it recom-
mended four possible vendors. 
Datatel and SCT both arc ex-
clusively for use in higher ed-
ucation, Metzger said. Oracle 
has strong software, but few ed-
ucation-related clients, and is 
looking for a school to partner 
with. 
Each company gave two full 
days of presentations. 
According to its Web site, 
SunGard/SCT offers its clients 
a simple data entry system that 
allows for high accuracy and 
See FORUM, Page 4 
Diversity goals and challenges .shape future 
BY KATIE MASLANKA * 
Assistant News Editor 
At Ithaca College's first Unity Day in Sept. 
1998, President Peggy 
R. Williams spoke of 
the importance of 
solidarity among 
people of different 
walks of life. 
still room for improvement. 
For instance, this year's freshman class 
represents the highest number of minority stu-
dents to come to the college - 167 students 
of African, Latino, 
Asian and Native 
American heritage, 
or 10.5 percent of 
the total of the 
class of 1,584. 
"We are strongest 
and at our collective 
best when we are to-
The number of 
THIRD IN A FIVE-PART SERIES minority faculty on 
gether," she said in opening remarks that day. 
"Diversity enriches our community." 
Diversity lias long been a priority at Itha-
ca College, but Williams' focus on the 
concept since her arrival at the college in 1997 
and the inclusion of diversity in the Institu-
tional Plan have shown a renewed attempt to 
create an atmosphere in which dialogue about 
the concept of diversity can flourish. 
And the message from administrators and 
students is the same: The college is working 
hard at diversifying the campus, but there 's 
campus has in-
creased significantly. Currently 8.8 percent, 
or 40 out of 453, full-time faculty members 
are classified as minorities. In 2001, only 1. 7 
percent, or seven out of 422, full-time fac-
ulty members were minorities. 
But the total number of minority students 
has increased only slightly - ALANA stu-
dents made up 7.3 percent of the college's 
population in Fall 1997. As of last fall, that 
number was 8.3 percent. 
Sophomore Angelita Ellison said being 
one of few minorities on campus can present 
MEGHAN MAZELLA/THE ITHACAN 
SOPHOMORE ANGELITA ELLISON returns from class Tuesday. As one of 543 minority 
students on campus, she is often the only nonwhite in classroom situations. 
frustration in classes. 
"Being the only person of a certain mi-
nority in a classroom, at least for myself, 
I sometimes feel like you are the voice," 
she said. "It's like if somebody says 
something that you know is not true, that 
you know the other side of, you have to say 
something because as t~e only represen-
tative of your race in that classroom, you 
have a responsibility." 
See INSTITUTIONAL, Page 3 
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NEWS BRIEFS AND LO<.:AL EVENTS 
The Vote 2004 
Despite its unprecedented 
fund-raising success, President 
Bush's re-election team is scaling 
back its massive level of television 
advertising, according to senior 
Republicans familiar with the cam-
paign's planning. 
In the next few weeks, viewers 
in the 18 states where the ads have 
aired since early March will see 
about 30 percent fewer a we~k, 
one ranking GOP strategist said. 
Republicans say the ad reduc-
tion was planned all along and that 
the commercials succeeded in 
planting doubts about presumptive 
Democratic presidential nominee 
John Kerry. And they say that 
while Bush's overall advertising 
budget will shrink, more of the ads 
on the air will criticize Kerry. 
In the nation's larger markets, 
the Bush campaign so far has 
divided its spending almost in half . · 
between positive ads touting his 
record and commercials criticizing 
Kerry, according to tracking con-
ducted for the Los Angeles limes 
by TNSMI/Campaign Media 
Analy~is 'Group. 
Still, many Democrats are 
relieved that the race remains so 
competitive after a Bush a9 barrage· 
that appears to have totaled at least 
• • • • • I t 
that generally show 
even with the president, these 
.Democrats say the Massachusetts 
senator has taken what could be the 
Bush campaign's hardest punch 
and is still standing. 
The re-election team spent so 
much so soon "with the intent of 
putting this thing away early, and it 
didn't happen," said Erik ·Smith, 
executive director of The Media 
Fund, a group formed by leading 
. Democrats that is r:unning ads in 
support of Kerry. Independent ana-
lysts agreed with that assessment. 
Anthony Corrado, an expert on 
campaign finance at Colby College 
in Maine, ·said that since March 4 
- just after Kerry effectively 
wrapped up his party's nomination 
- Bush has bought about as much 
television advertising as past pres-
idential ,candidates purchased for 
the entire general election cam-
paign. ·•And frankly," Corrado said, 
"they didn't move the (poll) num-
bers that much." 
He added:"The Bush campaign 
came out heavy, both in terms of 
volume and with some of ttleir 
strongest attacks, and they didn't 
get a knock-out." ' · 
SoufC(;J: Los Angeles Times and 
The Washington Post news ser-
Corrections 
. . 
It is The lthacan's policy to cor-
rect all errors of fact. Please con- . 
tact Assistant News Editor Katie 
Maslanka at 274-3207: 
-Nation & World 
Bush defends progress in war 
Against a backdrop of widespread violence 
. in Iraq, President Bush insisted Tuesday night 
that U.S. troops were making progress in restor-
ing order to the country and said the United 
. States remained committed to returning sover-
eignty to the Iraqi people on June 30. In a rare 
prime-time news conference, Bush acknowl-
edged "it's been a tough, tough series of weeks 
for the American people," but he admitted no 
errors in his handling of the war in Iraq or fail-
ings related to the 2001 terror attacks on New 
York and Washington. 
"Weeks such as we've had in Iraq make some 
doubt whether or not we're making progress. I 
understand that," Bush told reporters in the or-
nate East Room of ~e White House. 
"But we are making progress. And my message 
today to those in Iraq is we'll stay the course. 
We'll complete the job." 
Bush said his administration had taken im-
portant steps toward preventing future terrorist 
attacks on U.S. soil, but he acknowledged, "there 
are some things I wish we'd have done." 
CIA knew of 9/11 suspect's arrest 
The CIA was tdld about the arrest of a ter-
rorist su~pect weeks before the Sept. 11 attacks 
in a briefing headlined "Islamic Extremist Learns· 
to Fly," according to the Sept. 11 commission. 
But the CIA did nothing with the report writ-
ten in late August 2001 about Zac~as Mous-
. saoui, the al-Qaida associate who took flight 
lessons in Minnesota and is now charged with 
conspiracy in the attacks. 
CIA Director George Tenet, who saw the 
report, did not speak to President Bush in Au-
gust 2001, Tenet told the commission 
Wednesday. Bush was on vacatjon in Texas, 
where he received regular intelligence reports 
from a CIA briefer. · 
The inaction with the late-Aµgust report il-
lustrates the CIA's failure to understand fully the· 
possible use of airplanes as weapons and its un-
certainty over how to deal with such reports, the 
commission said in a staff report Wednesday. 
NEWS THURSDAY, APRIL 15, 2004 
CLAY CUISINE 
_ . . . RICK LOOMIS/LOS ANGELES TIMES 
A WOMA~ MIXES fat with muddy wats to make clay discs to sell as food to residents of 
Democracy VIiiage, a squatters camp In Haiti. The country has been wracked with unrest 
after an uprising In FebrUary that overthrew ~resident Jean-Bertrand Aristide. 
during an attack on a supply convoy. A depart-
ment spokesman said the bodies had not been 
identified and the U.S.-led occupation authori-
ty wa,s investigating. 
The occupation authority said 40 hostages 
from 12 countries were known to be held by Iraqi 
insurgents - at least 15 more than the number 
pub~icly reported by individual employers and 
down on rival drug-runners that began last Fri-
day. In an operation that resembled a military 
• invasion, heavily a.nned officers swarmed in and 
helicopters swooped down upon the hillside slum 
to strike at two competing factions of the same 
gang battling for supremacy over the lucrative 
cocaine trade. 
Several of those killed and wounded in the 
. shootouts w.ere resideuts cau t in the 
A force of 2,500 troops from three U.S. Army 
divisions massed Tuesday on the northe!D Hit by one of the worst confrontations in 
outskirts. of the Iraqi holy · city of Najaf and months between police and drug traffickers in 
readied for a confrontation with Shiite Muslim Rio de Janeiro, local authorities appealed to the 
cleric Muqtada al..:Sadr, _who defiantly declared federal government and Brazilian army 
that he was prepared to die for his cause. . Wednesday for help containing violence that has 
skateboarding star whom drug traffickers al-
legedly tortured and killed because they believed 
he had informed on them. 
Thou~ands of children have stayed home 
from school over the past few days on the or-
ders of parents too scared themselves to go to 
work or even to venture outside 'to buy food. In Washington, the State Department said four left at least 12 people dead and thousands of res-
mutilated bodies were found west of Baghdad, idents cowering inside their homes. 
_near where seven American civilians em- Scores of state police continued to occupy 
ployed by Halliburton Co. disappeared Friday Rocinha, Rio's largest shantytown, in a crack.: 
Source: Los Angeles 1imes and The Washing-
ton Post news service. 
COiiege & City · · 
Public Saf('ty employee named 
Kiwanis Officer of the Month 
Public Safety Patrol Officer Bill Kerry was 
recently awarded the Frank G. Hammer. Kiwa-
nis Club Officer of the Month award. 
Kerry, who has worked at the college since 
2002, received the award for his role in the ar-
rest of a 15-year-old who threatened an Ithaca Col;. · 
lege student with a rock apd demanded money. 
When Kerry received a dispatch March 19 
about die incident, he was able to match the de-
scription he was given with a person he saw in 
a car as he was driving to the scene of the crime.· 
He pulled the vehicle over and, after another of-
ficer brought .the victim to the scene, positive-
ly identified the passenger in the car as the crime 
suspect. · 
Bob Holt, director of the Office of Public 
Safety', said Kerry'B alertness was key to re-
solvmg the situation. He praised Kerry's lead-
ership qualities and take-charge attitude. 
Kerry said he was honored by the award but 
wanted to stress that it was a team effort that 
resolved the March 19 assault incident. 
Exhibition of senior artwork 
to open in Handw~rker gallery 
The 2004 Senior Student Exhibition opens 
at the Handwerker Gallery today. 
Showcasing the work of 49 students from the 
through May 16 and is free and open to the pub-
lic. For further information please contact Cheryl 
· Kramer, gallery director, at 274-3548. 
Production showcasing dance. 
last offering in theater ·season· · 
The final show in the 2003-04 Ithaca College 
Theatre program, "Dancing the Journey," will 
open Tuesday and run until April 25. 
. The show, which will feature ballet, tap, jazz 
to 5:15 p.m. in Park 220. 
Stephen Greene, a professor at the San Jose 
State University School of Journalism, will have 
a public meeting April 22, at noon in Park 220. 
Resumes for the three candidates are avail-
able in the office of the dean of the Roy H. · Park · 
'School of Communications. 
Two panel discussions to explore 
1971 uprising in Attica facility 
and modem dance pieces, will haveperfonnances A two-part panel discussion today and next 
. at 8 p.m. on Wednesday and April 22-24. Mati- Thursday titled "Violence from the Walls" will ex-
nees at 2 p.m. will be .run on April 24-25. amine the impact of the 1971 uprising and even-
The Department of Theatre Arts puts on a tual retaking of the Attica Correctional Facility. 
dance concert once every four years. Tickets for Today at 7:30 p.m. in Williams ·225~ com-
the performance can be purchased at the Itha- munity activists and former Attica inmates Robin 
ca College Theatre ticket office in Dillingham Palmer and Arthur "Bobby" Harrison will sit on 
Center, the Clinton House ticket center and Cor- a panel along with attorneys Joe Heath and Tom 
nell University's Willard Straight Hall. Prices Terrizzi, who represented the inmate~ in a class-
range from $4.50 to $10. The Dillingham tick- action lawsuit against New York state. 
et office will be open Monday through Friday . Next Thursday's forum, which will take place 
from noon to 5 p.m. at 7:30 p.m. in Textor 103, will feature retired 
Candidates for journalism chair 
to hold formal open meetings 
Public sessions with the candidates for 
chair of the journalism department will be held 
beginning Friday. 
corrections officer G. B. Smith, who was tak-
en hostage during the action; attorney Gary Hor-
ton, pro bono legal adviser to Forgotten Victims 
of Attica; retired corrections counselor Frank 
Randazzo; Gowanda Correctional Facility 
lieut~nant Joseph Green; and Deanne Quinn 
Miller and Mark Cunningham~ both children of 
slain Attica corrections officers. 
Copy editors: Brad Andrews, 
Alicia Arnold; Clarissa 
·srundage, Deirdre Byrne, 
Kaylee Collins, ·Heather 
Curtis, Daniel DiSi/va, Emily 
Keizer, Stacy Majewicz) Emily 
· Mitchell, Josh McCann, Dan 
Prince and Deepa Shah. 
• departments of art and cinema and photography, 
the· exhibition includes works in a wide range 
of media and highlights the diversity of con-
temporary art practices at the coliege. 
Professor Christopher Harper, a Roy H. Park 
Distinguished Chair at the college, will have a pub-
lic meeting Friday from 4 to 5 p.m. in Park 285. 
A meeting wilh Christopher Campbell, as-
sociate professor and director of the Scripps 
Howard School of Journalism and Mass 
Communication at Hampton Univers.ity in Vir-
ginia, will take place on Monday from 4:15 
The discussions are part of a research pro-
ject by politics majors senior Matthew Davies 
and junior Michael Wier. They are sponsored by 
the sociology and politics departments, the 
School of Humanities and Sciences honors 
program and the office of the dean of Human-
ities and Sciences. 
The, public is invited to attend the opening 
reception from 5 to 7 p.m. The exhibition runs 
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_ Institutional Plan guides diversity efforts 
Continued from Page 1 
The Institutional Plan, implemented in 
2001, states that the college seeks to increas.e 
diversity with regard to age, race, gender, eth-
nicity, sexual orientation, physical ability and 
.religious belief. But the college's most visible 
efforts have occurred in the arena of racial and 
ethnic diversity. 
. think we will? Yes. But I think our program is -
searching for an ideµtity." 
The MLK Scholar ptogram is one of the col-
lege's most prominent diversity initiatives. 
· Through the program, the college provides par-
tial scholarships to minority students based on 
academic achievement, leadership and commu-
nity service.- Only in its second year, the program 
has 20 scholars. 
SGA discusses \ 
ResN et contract 
Brian McAree, vice president of student af-
fairs and campus life, acknowledged that it is nec-
essary to prioritize what the college focuses on 
in achieving diversity. 
· -' 'You can't do it all at once," he said. "And 
. Ellison said she appreciates the broad range of 
experiences .the program has introduced her to, in-
. eluding classes on social justi~e and community 
service trips to Brazil and Ghana.-
. "It connects you to a lot of people," she said. 
The college has also attempted to bring di-
just because you ' re com-
mitting your time and en-
ergy and resources to one 
aspect doesn't mean 
you're negating or don't 
care about the other as-
· ·we're going to find 
ve~sity into the cur-
riculum through the 
Center for the Study of 
Culture, Race and Eth-
nicity, said Larry Shi-
nagawa, director of the · 
center. Classes focusing 
on themes such as hip-
hop culture and the ex-
periences of · Asian 
women help students 
where we can 
pects." . 
· understand and accept 
The key to creating a di-
verse campus lies in shifting 
differences v_ers' 
what Traevena Byrd, direc- ·ate them. 
tor of affirmative action and 
-FRED.CHANDRA examine their com-equal employment opportu-
nity, calls the cultural climate ____________ S_o~p_ho_m_o_re monalities and differ-
of the community. That 
process takes a long time, she said. 
ences, he said. 
As the college continues to diversify all ar-
eas of its curriculum, Shinagawa said it will fo-
cus on making classes thatare interdisciplinary, 
intercultural and international. · 
BY ELJZABETH A. CROWLEY 
Chief Proofreader 
Apogee Telecom Inc. outlined 
tentative plans for building the 
new residential network with Itha-
ca College during Tuesday night's 
Student Government Association 
meeting. 
Apogee has signed a one-year 
contract with Ithaca College for ne~-
work service. The Austin, Texas, 
company serves several other uni-
versities, including Florida State 
University, University of Texas 
and Southwestern University in 
Texas. 
Chuck Brady, founder 
and chief executive officer 
of Apogee, said the com-
. pany will put forth about 
$250,000 to .build this 
network. • 
However, because prices are 
based on the semester, the new ser-
vice would not be pro-rated if a stu-
dent decided to go down a tier. 
In other words, students would 
not get a reimbursement if they de-
. cided to go from a second tier to the 
first tier. 
Students may also have the op-
tion to pay for a full year ·at the be-
ginning of the academic year. 
Apogee will offer technical 
support Mondays through Fridays 
·from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. and Saturdays 
and Sundays from 8 a.m. to 5 p .m. 
Brady said the company is ]ook-
ing to expand this service 
to 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week. 
The company would also 
have a full-time employee 
as an on-campus repre-
sentative. 
Several challenges face institutions' like 
Ithaca College that are not historically diverse. 
The college.'s rural surroundings, the amount of 
funding provided to the school by the state and 
federal governments and the lack of a large num-
ber of minority faces on campus to begin with 
all increase the difficulty of diversifying i:he cam-
pus, administrators have said. 
It is an integral part of an education to be 
presented with and challenged by various per-
spectives, said Roger Richardson, assistant vice 
When asked . if prices 
would increase for high 
speed access _in the near fu-
ture, Brady responded 
that the company would 
nee<l to assess how many 
students had signed up for 
FULLER 
In response to a con-
cern about viruses, Brady 
~id Apogee has never 
had a network-wide shut-
down on the other cam- · 
puses it services. 
Many new diversity initiatives have developed 
since Williams arrived at the college in 1997, in-
cluding the Center for the Study of Culture, Race 
and Ethnicity; the Martin Luther . King Jr. 
Scholar Program; the Inside Look admissions 
w_eekend for minority students; the Pre-freshman 
Summer Institute for Higher Education Oppor-
tunities Program~ and Brothers 4 Brothers and 
· rs2 is · 
· president of student affairs and campus life and 
former director of the .Office of Multicultural 
Affairs. He added. that increasing dialogue 
among diverse groups of people prepares stu-
dents to enter a "world of color." 
Chandra said _he thinks the campus popula-
tion is generally open· to discussion about di-
versity, but hesitation still remains. 
"The hesitation will always be there," he said. 
"We'll never have a campus where I think every-1 
. . ' all be. ~ 
higher tiers of service and if the com-
pany was able to cover its costs. 
The services ·are being offered to 
students for significantly lower 
prices than at other schools Apogee 
currently services. 
Brady said the network will be 
built over the summer with only a ten-
'tati ve two- or three-day interruption 
in service on campus. · 
. ·runrun }?, the' 
. If a virus has entered the 
system, usually small segments of 
about 150 people are affected at a 
time if the co(D.pany has to chase 
down the virus. 
Fuller said that philosophically, the 
college is committed to providing at 
least a basic level of free Internet ser-
vice to all students. 
Because of the newness of the 
l'rogr~m?_rate~. fo~ the College Cir-
cle A artmiRts hich. b ve lease 
~ ... .Mu<,. s b~lar. Fred Cijaµdr~. -~ soph9fuore, 
said he sees potential to make an ~aci QJl C~:-
P.1-S throup ~:pn,..-,1iat doesii~t 'tljink that 
ftas occufifd to this point. . · · . 
"As an effect on campus, I haven't seen one 
yet, ... :h,( said. "I see lots .of.administrators, I at-
tend lots of froufrou evedts/ b~t.hli}??. r~ ~spired 
the common Ithaca Coll~ge student: :.\bet'croll}-
bie-wearing student? I would say not yet. Do I 
pen. But I think we'~e goipg'to find a place where 
we·c&ll. tanU.and accept differences ver-
sus tolerate them." 
. . 
Staff writer Matt Huntley contributed to this 
story. 
Neither. Fu.ller.nor~Brady knew if sions, have hot bee~ defined yet. 
students would receive a separate bill When asked if students· were 
each semester for the service or if it consulted about which ~endor to 
would COII?-e as part of the mailings choose for the servic~, Fuller said, 
Next week~ Ofticle willfoc14s ori the college's at-
tempts to 'expand internatiqnal programs. 
,· - \ '. 
f9r tuition. "No." · . 
Brady' said students would ~so There will be an ope forum to 
~ al>le to cbang~ ttieir l.~vel 6f ser.: . ~"Wscu~ss -d.)e-new .Res~~t .~ ice. at' 
vicenild-seinestet. ··. · . l2: 10 _p.m. today in Textor 102. ,u ' •.. · . .. . . ' ; . 
New_ TVs abound 
Plasma screens used to ,keep students updated 
BY WENDI R. DOWST 
Senior writer 
Entering the business, com-
munications schools or the Cen-
ter for Health Sciences, the most 
noticeable thing is the plasma · 
screen. Another screen, .hanging 
over the information desk in the 
Campus Center, will soon be 
turned on, and plasma screens 
could be part of the plan for the 
future Pub reconstruction. 
But not everyone is pleased. 
Shortly after the large Panasonic 
screen appeared in the Roy H. Park 
School of Communications this se-
mester, junior Todd.Johnson put up 
a price tag, estimating the cost of 
the screen at $6,999. 
"I wanted to make people 
aware of how much money went 
into that," Johnson said. "I think it 
looks cool, but the money could be 
put to better use elsewhere." 
The school broadcasts CNN 
and recently began showing ICTV 
in the evening and previewed stu-
dent films and videos. 
Garry Brodhead, interim dean 
and associate provost, said the 
school put ICTV up in response to 
suggestions for other program-
ming. He said there · are two main 
purposes for the screen. 
"First to provide more immedi-
acy for students .in what is hap-
pening in the world and the other 
part •is an education vehicle," 
Brodhead said. 
He said the school is consider-
ing other ,content, such as 
scrolling announcements over the 
bottom of the screen but for now, 
the television, replacing two bulletin · 
boards, is one step toward.improv-
ing the appearance of the school. 
Brodhead estimated the cost of 
the plasma screen at $5,000, 
which he said is a small portion of 
the school's approximately 
$350,000 capital budget. He said 
such equipment is common in 
most communication facilities. 
The business school, with the 
first plasma s~een on c~pus, also 
considered broadcasting CNN. 
The 42-inch Sony television has 
been hanging in the lobby of 
Smiddy Hall since Summer 2001. 
Events and group membership are 
broadcast on PowerPoint slides. 
Karen Gorewit, manager of the 
trading room and internship coor-
dinator, puts together the an-
nouncements for the business 
school's screen each week. She said 
she keeps the entire loop under 
three minutes so students can 
view it between classes. 
"There was no center location 
for students to have a feeling of 
community," Gorewit said. 
CHS also uses PowerPoint on 
the 42-inch Sony next to the CHS 
Coffee Cart. The loop, which lists 
information about degree pro-
grams, occupations and opportuni-
ties in for the School of Health Sci-
ences and Human Performance, is 
nearly eight minutes. 
Purchased last summer, the to-
tal cost of the television, including 
the mount and cables, was $5,.700, 
which came _ from Dean Steve 
Siconolfi 's discretionary fund. 
"The screen literally gave us a 
central focus," Siconolfi said. "It 
gives us better visibility." 
A new screen put up this month 
over the information desk will 
broadcast announcements as soon 
as the final · cable arrives. 
It will replace two electronic 
message boards, one behind the in-
formation desk and the· other in the 
Pub, which have not been operat-
ing consistently for more than a 
year. 
Sybil Metz, assistant dire_ctor of 
the Campus Center, said fixing the 
electronic message boards would 
have cost between $1,500 and 
$2,000 and the plasma screen was 
$2,500. 
JULIA FINN/THE ITHACAN 
STUDENTS AT THE Coffee Cart In the Center for Health Sciences are 
greeted by a plasma screen TV, which scrolls messages ar:ad events . . 
' 1 
J 
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Foru:ms to address new system 
Continued from Page 1 user-friendly environment. One issue 
Torello examined was pow the product han-
dles online course registration. greater consistency in reporting processing. 
PeopleSoft offers a broader prospective 
than just an acad~mic one. The company ad-
vertises software experperience, for 
Finalists were selected Wednesday, but 
committee members said they could not re-
veal any' information until the finalists had 
been notified. "real-time enterprise, 
tailored to your specific 
industry." 
Oracle said one prod-
uct it offers makes 
record systems more re-
liable and convenient. It 
said its go~l is "to im-
prove your ability to de-
liver superior education, 
research, and services to 
your campus." 
According to Data-
tel 's Web site, it has 
worked exclusively for 
· ✓-'e tried to make 
c_omprehensive 
as possible, and make 
sure that everybody 
benefits, ultimately 
""~, ,.,,,.,,,.., this 
Torello said the 
process was very inclu .. 
sive and included.student, 
faculty and staff input 
from each office that 
deals with the system. 
"We tried to make this 
as· comprehensive as pos-
sible, and make sure that 
everybody benefits, ulti-
mately, from making this 
change," he said. . 
more than three decades -TOM TORELLO 
with higher education Executive director of marketing 
institutions. · It · · said communications 
~'technology is·crucial to 
.The implementation 
of the system will come 
in stages over time. 
The first of two 
community meetings to 
learn about the finalists 
will take place from 11 'support an institution's 
goals, embrace users' innovation, whil~ 
bolster the quality of the overall- learning ex-
perience." 
• a.m. to 2 p.m. Tuesday in Emerson Suite 
A and 5:30 to 7: 15 p.m. in Textor Hall. An-
. other meeting may be held on Thursday de-
.pending on the number of fh1alists. . Selecting a system is a very comprehen-
sive process, Torello said. =He said it is im-
portant to look at everything from the kind 
of functionality the system has, to now well TUESDAY INFORMATION 
the technology will integrate to other systems 
on campus. Some issues raised were ease of SESSIONS 
information input as well as •retrieving reports 
out of that information. 
Faculty and Staff - . 
11 a.m. to noon - Emerson Suite A 
1 to 2 p.m. - Emerson Suite A 
5:30 to 7:15 p.m. - Textor 1 Q1 
'There are a lot of nuances that don't seem 
important, until you're the person who's ac-
tually working with i~" Torello said. "H the 
,data~ i6challengiag, that can~y slow Students -
things down, if it's not · ~et up right, or not · 12:10 to 1 p.m. - Emerson Suite A 
flexible enough." · 5:30·to 7:t5p.m. ·- Textor 103 





• Some Scholars 1ps are avail_able. 
• 274-7308 
• Email: mba@ithaca.edu 
• www■ -ithaca.edu/business 
:A..p. Evening with 
Jonatha 
Brooke 
Formerly of the St.ory 




April 22, 2004, 
· · 8pm 
Tickets On Sale Now. 
$19 
Available at the Cliiiton 
House Ticket Center, 
607.273.4497 
or visit us on· the web at 
www.st:&1l~theat:reofithaca.com 
SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE 
2-for-1 admission with valid ID 
, REBECCA GARDNER/THE ffHACAN 
PAJAMA PARTY MEMBERS Maureen Besch and Chalda Kapfunde await results for 
the senior class electlons Tuesday In the Student Activities Center. 
Elected parties lookto future 
thing that got voters to support ttiem was 
: their proposals for ~nior parking.-They have 
president of academic affairs-elect; junior pr,oposed a senior parking lot,. discounts on 
Janet WIiliams, vice president of conimu- parking passes and also a shuttle to and from 
nication-elect; . and freshman ·Megan the College ~ircle Ap~ents: · 
Continued from Page t 
Reynolds, vice ·presid~nt of business and ~- .··eased ~n higher-thafi. .. average .. voter 
finance. . turnout for the senior class el~on, seniors 
The goal of 4.4.05 is for the class of hope for continued widespread involvement, 
2005 is to leave a legacy. said junior Caitlin Scarry, secretary-;elect. 
"It's our mission statement. We really ·"1 hope that kind of involvement con-
want our class to get involved and enjoy their tinues nex~ year," she said. . _' · 
last year here artd continue to do so," said 4.4.05 also includes juniors Heather 
junior Leigh Ann Scheider president-elect. . . Wagoner, vice president-elect; and Frank 
Party members think that the on~,main Velasquez, treasurer-elect. 
• 1s summer 
th us at 
vent Services 
pick.up a listing of job 
ri 1 ns and an application! 
We hope you join us! 
The Office of Conference and Event Services has more 
than 25 student positions available for the 
summer of 2004, including: 
• Athletic Trainer 
• Audio Visual Production Technicians 
• Information Desk/ Set-Up Staff 
• Set-Up Managers., 
· • Special Event Managers 
• Recreational Day Camp Counselors 
The OfliL'L' ul Cullkl'L'lll'l' a11d L\ l'll( sl'I'\ ice:-- i:--- loL·atcd in 
20 l C.tmpu~ ( 'enter. bel11nd tliL' rnlormat1on Lk:---1--;. Tel: .27-t-<n I_;_ 
~ =========:;;:::::== =========================--=-= - ---- -
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Dean applicants. present plans for Park 
Candidate stresses reaching_ out to s~ek student , input 
BY STEPHANIE BERGERON 
Staff Writer 
Ensuring student interaction with the ad-
ministration is one of the most- important 
parts of a dean"s job, said a finalist for the 
dean position at the Roy H. Park School of 
CommuriiGations on Tuesday. 
Dian~e Lynch, currently an associate 
professor Qf journalism and mass commu-
nications at Saint Michael's College in 
Burlington, Vt., said it is important for the 
dean to reach out to students. 
"My priority as an administrator is stu-
dents," she said. "Listening to students is 
.the most important thing an administrator 
has to do." 
Lynch said she would have an open-door 
policy in her office. 
"I would hope a student would feel 
comfortable coming upstairs to my office," 
she said. 
MEGAN CATALANO/THE ITHACAN 
DIANNE LYNCH, a candidate for the Roy 
H. Park School of communications dean, 
speaks at the college on Tuesday . 
• .J 
Lynch also spoke about the importance 
of convergence, or the coming together of 
different media. Lynch said the role of ed-
ucators is not only to concentrate on a set 
. of skills but also to develop ·diverse ideas. 
Ithaca is a well-placed school to take on con-· 
vergence, she said. 
Lynch also said educators are expected 
to predict what skills students will use when 
they graduate. 
"Our job is to look ahead enough to un-
derstand what you are going to need to 
know," she said. 
Lynch stressed the importance of hands-
on and professional experience in a news-
room. She said the school needs people who 
understand and who have been in the field. 
Lynch was the chairwoman of the jour-
nalism department at Saint Michael's Col-
lege for nine years .and was the executive 
director for Online News Association, a 900-
member national organization of online 
journalists. · · · 
· Logan Mosier, a junior television-radio 
major, attended the discussion because he 
was inierested in the direction that the Park 
School is goin·g. He said he was impressed 
by Lynch's speech. 
"I think the school would be in good 
hands with her," he said. 
Lynch said she wants to see the Parle 
School continue to excel. 
''The bottom line is that this is an ex-
. cellent program and it needs to be excellent 
and also get better," she said. 
Gordon Rowland, associat~ profe_ssor 
and chairman of organizational C<>lllD!uni-
cation, learning and design and the ·head of 
• the search committee for the dean, said both 
candidates are qualified for the position. 
''The committee was very confident that 
we had two very strong candidates in bring-




1 f2 block north of library 
Let C-hili 's 
Cook Tonight! 
607-272-5004 
614 S. Meadow S(. 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
607-272-6606 (fax) 
www.chilis.com 
QUALITY _EDUCATION AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE 
Why take a summer course at SUNY-Cortland?· 
- Both graduate-& under-
·graduate courses 
- Employers respect SUNY-
Cortland degrees when hiring 
- Up-to-date library facilities 
.,.... The most affordable college 
along Interstate 81 
- Choice-of classes offered .in 
the mornings, afternoons and 
evenings 
Digital media expert looks to future of communications 
BY ANNE K. WALTERS 
News Editor 
In a field that is always changing, Jeffrey 
B. Ruten~ck, candidate for dean of the Roy . 
H. Park School of Communications, said he 
would try to provide students in the schoQl 
with a changing curriculµm to meet their 
needs. 
"The momentum behind the idea is that 
we need to prepare students for a changing· 
world, rather than a particular world 
view," he said. · 
Rutenbeck, an associate professor and di-
rector of digital media studies at the Uni-
versity of Denver, visited the college 
Thursday and Friday. 
He said he sees the Park School as a place 
to provide students with a professional edu-
cation grounded in the liberal arts. Rutenbeck 
said he was surprised to learn that the school 
does not have general education requirements. 
"Some people would say communicatiop 
has no traditional role in the liberal arts," he 
said. "I disagree." 
He said he has personally benefited from 
· his liberal arts education and would like to 
figure out what will best suit communica-
tions students. 
He said in making any changes, he would 
encourage conversations between faculty, 
students and staff. · 
Sophomore Karl Palsgaard said Ruten-
beck 's policy seemed to encourage 
change, and that as a computer specialist, he 
has been required to work with change. 
"I am very happy that although the. com-
mittee only offer~ us two choices, they 
picked two people who are very interested 
in the up-and-coming," Palsgaard said. 
In response to a student question about the 
college's increasing emphasis on lowering the 
~alls between the schools, Rutenbeck said~ 
MEGHAN MAZELLA/THE ITHACAN 
JEFFREY RUTENBECK, a candidate for 
dean for thtt Park School, speaks to stu-
dents Thursday afternoon. 
goal is to broaden the experiences of all stu-
dents. lbis could take the form of a two-tiered 
curriculum both for students from outside the · 
school who want to be exposed to commu-
nications and for highly focused and motivated 
students within Park. 
Rutenbeck also said he was impressed by 
-the wide range of extracurricular opportu-
nities for students in the school but got the 
sense that· students would like to more ful-
ly optimize curricular opportunities. 1 
Rutenbeck founded the digital media 
studies program at ·tlie University of Den-
ver, which is an interdisciplinary program 
that combines training in design, co~u-
nications and computer science. He holds a 
doctorate in communicatiop from ~e Uni-
versity of Washington and received a mas-
ter's degree in journalism from the Univer-
sity of Missouri at Columbia. He has a bach-
elor's degree in history anq political science 
from the·colorado College. 
) 277-0959 
.lightlink.com 
. ... --.. ,com 
Dial Up or Dial Up + Satellite 
Tl's, DSL, High Speed Radio 
Web Hosting and Colocatlon 
~temities and Sororities 
Please call us or e-mail us . 
for a custom quote·to 
exactly match your house needs.· 
•1 <·);JI; t·X') ;fa 
Moa-lcd 
6a~ to Mldnltlllt 
· 7a~ •:=,-:,nag-., 
. FREE DELIVERY 
- Small class size & person-
al attention 
Some classes include: 
- Technically advanced com-
. puter rabs 
lat,,.,_ -----, .._·Ms 11,00 .. ftt ...... .., 
----... -· - .., ......... ,. Mid .... .. Prejudice & Discrimination, Sculpture, Drawing, Organic 
Che~istry, Public Speaking, Finance and more. 
Session I: 5/19-6/23. Session II: 6/28-7/30. 
For non-matriculated students, registration begins April 26 
through the first day of the class. 
Contact the Summer Session 
Office today at (607) 753-4800 or 
check out our Web site: 
http://www.cortland.edu/summer/ Cort1and --~~-"ll)tk.~!¢0;J6nd 
272-3448 1103 Danby Rd. 
-------~-------------------CUP AND SAVI 
~!!!!~~!-~!~ •fJ!TAX.!f!D Not valid with any alher offer. ~~ -
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Applications for 
the 2004-05 
Ithacan Editorial Board 
are now available 
. The Ithacan has paid positions open for: 
• Editor in C-hief -
• Managing Editor 
• News .Editor 
• Assistant News Editor 
• Opinion Editor · · 
· • Accent Editor 
·· • XsSjSfant Accent Editor . 
!' 
• Design Editor · 
• Photo Editor 
- • Assistant Photo Editor 
• Chief Copy J;:ditor 
· • Chief Proofreader -
• Business Mallager .· .. 
• Sales Manager 
I 
. -I 
• Sports Editor 
• Ass· . · · : ~, p . 
.. • . QnJipe:M;anager : 
lll(liljj~~-•@i:•- ·' •·; --~- ·-~-----·_-. . ·' , r · ._ .. · . . , __ ,. · +l:.- · ··-·.',: __  ::,_. -~ .. ---i 
. . 
to attend the Board of Student_Rublic~tions meeting· ._. 
· . to ask -questions of the editor iii chief candidates . ·_ 
for the 2004-05-~chool year. . 
The board, an-advisory board to The Ithacan and.The Cayugan, 
will also be available to hear questions · 
·- or concerns about the-publications. - . 
The meeting will.be at 7:30 p.m. on Monday, April 19, 
in room 279, Roy _H. Park Hall. · 
Questions? Contact Michael Serino, 
manager of studep.t pu~lications, at 274~1036. 
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QUESTIONING THE LEFT 
MEGHAN MAZELLA!THE ITHACAN 
DAN FLYNN, author of "Why the Left Hates America: Exposing the 
Lies That Have Obscured Our Nation's Greatness," talks about Ide-
ologies during his speech Tuesday night In Textor 101. Flynn's pre-
sentation was sponsored by the Ithaca College Republicans. • 
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Surveyers use prizes 
to e_ntice respondents 
BY CHRISTA LOMBARDI 
Chief Copy Editor 
Recently, Ithaca College students have been 
· getting more than just a penny for their thoughts. 
In fact, some even have a shot at winning $10,000 . 
- just for taking a 20-minute survey. 
The colleg~ is offering incentives in an attempt 
to solicit students' opinions on everything from 
diversity to the sub shop. Tom Torello, executive 
director of marketing communications, said his 
office was sponsoring an online survey that will 
test creative concepts for admissions and other 
college materials. . · · 
"It takes about 20 minutes or so, and if [stu-
dents] participate, they're entered into a $10,000 
contest that [the company designing the survey] 
does with all of its survey participants," he said. 
"Just for our students who participate, they also 
get a chance fo win $50 at the bookstore. We 're 
giving away IO of those." 
Torello said since campus mass e-mail policy 
prevented him from sending e-mails to all students, 
he placed posters across campus, contacted resident 
assistants to get the word Qut and set up tables'in the 
Campus Center where students could sign up to take 
the survey. He said even though he hoped for more 
participants, he thinks incentives were a good way 
of attracting people's attention. · 
"Students are so busy that they don't even want 
to take the time to stop and give you their e-mail," 
. he said. "It gives them a good reason to take some 
time out and do this for us." 
And tpe Office of Marketing CommuniC:ations 
is just one of many factions · on campus that use 
incentives to spark student interest in surveys. The 
campus climate survey recently examined stu-
dents' views qn campus diversity issues. 
Additionally, students had opportunities to win 
prizes by responding to surveys conducted by the . 
health promotion program, the Bookstore and 
- BJ's Sub Connection. 
Kim Gr~gson, an assistant professor of televi-
sion-radio who teaches Qualitative Mass Media 
Research Methods, said nowadays it is common 
for professional and marketing researchers to use 
incentives. . 
"You need to offer something back," she said. 
"It doesn't take much, just some recognition -that 
we know your time is _valuable, and thank you ·so 
much for giving us your opinions." 
Gregson said using surveys is a great method 
of getting data because researchers can make 
assumptions about a larger population based on a 
sample of people. She said the most important 
part of conducting a survey is beginning with a 
· random sample, which means that-everyone in the 
pool must-have an equal chance of being picked to 
participate. 
Junior Emily Bonsignore _said even though she 
usually responds to surveys, she is more likely to 
participate if there is an incentive, 
"The [surveys] online usually I skip over and 
maybe come back to," she said. "They seem to 
take longer." _ 
Gregson said •even though using incentives is 
ethical, reseru;chers must make sure the incentives 
aren't so large that they influence participants' 
responses. • 
She added that incentives are considered by the 
All-College Review Board for Human 'Subjects 
Research. This provost-appointed committee 
reviews all proposed surveys at the college to 
make sure they are conducted ethically. 
"You want to make sure you provide that little 
extra nudge to get someone to take a survey, ver-
sus 'Well, they gave me 25 bucks, so I should 
probably tell them stuff they want to hear,' and 
mess up the responses," she said. 
Priscilla Quirk, coordinator of health promo-
tion· and substance abuse prevention, said she 
plans to continue using incentives for future 
surveys. 
"We're asking students to do us a favor," she 
said. "It's nice to be respectful of students' time and 
also recognize that• they get so many e-mails. 
[Incentives] help . get a good cross-section of 
students." 
¢ DEADLINE ¢:a 
IF YOU HA VE NOT- YET SPOKEN W:ITH 
SOMEONE IN THE OFFICE OF 
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS ABOUT YOUR · 
SUMMER OR FALL 2004 STUDY ABROAD PLANS, 
PLEASE CONTACT US IMMEDIATELY! 
Any student* who plans to study abroad this SUMMER or 
FALL must complete and submit Ithaca College study 
abroad paperwork. This paperwork must be completed in 
order to receive credit for your study abroad program. If 
you plan on studying abroad and have not yet notified the 
Office of International Programs, or have not yet 
cqmpleted your paperwork, contact the Office of 
International Programs at 274-3306 IMMEDIATELYf 
•This deadline pertains only 1o· students studying on an atliliated or non-affiliated program, 
not to those studyin.g at the Ithaca College London Center. Walkabout Down Under 
· OF on an IC~sponsored exchange program 
For more information, contact th-P. OJ]l~e <!flnternational Programs 
213 Mullt.r Faculty Cent.er - 274-3306 
., .. ·• ·-·. 
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,Me:1't t/1/l ~ur;tipn benetacto,:s ·~ Mate a· cardlor MaRe ~ Wi$h ~ndpet ;some .. SPCA lr:ienr:1$1 
Celebrate .. YQUR S~rvice ~~$plays 
Teach for Arrierica.lri10· sissions·) ·_·:: -·· ·· ·: 9aM_~to 4-r,rri · __ .r; : ,_~ · '·Ernetsoh C 
. . 
:SERVICE SLIDE SHOW 
. . . 
. -
i:aopm to 4pm 
1 -""' "--,~ rt\ "t _:i -rr 
Emerson A& e· 
Emerson A·&. e 
. C ' 
South Hill cOJ~~~i'tY i1e~n, &J. ; . . 9am to 1_2pn'I 
Sign Up at the Nor:u, Foyer tabte ~-REAKFAST PROVIDED Uf. 
. Hus~ st&: ,en:zetti Pl . 
. _:-: : '' _· . 
Running for a Wish SK 
.. 
elp us track your service. 
,. ·:sto;p.·~r .. ··ttl e.-~~e;c=~•PliO¥l'l()_;"\t11J. 
. -•- ws· vihatservice voo.-- are ... 
cetebrating! ,:c . ., _. __ 
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Volunteers impact community 
College to celebrate service opportunities 
BY SARAH HOFIUS card for the Make-A-Wish foundation will 
Staff Writer be available. 
• Silent and .·live auctions in Emerson 
For spring break, sophomore Jennifer Suites Friday from 10:30 a.m. to 1 :30 p.m. 
Gaulin gave up her chance to soak in the sun People can bid on a variety of items, in-
and instead went on an alternative spring eluding celebrity memorabilia. All pro-
break trip to Scotty's Place in West Virginia, ceeds will be donated to the Tompkins Coun-
a nonprofit camp for homeless children. ty · Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to 
There, members of the Peer Volunteer Animals and the Make-A-Wish Foundation 
Corps helped out with farm ;lnim~s and out- of Central New York. 
door tasks. · _· . · • Salute to volunteerism Friday at 2:3,0 p.m. 
She said she thinks she gained a re~ ap- in Emerson Suites. 
preciation for a different kind of living. • The South Hill Clean Up from 9 a.m. 
Gaulin also works in.the community ser- to noon on Saturday. Students can meet at 
vice office and frequently.participat~s-in vol- Textor Hall for shuttles to the clean-up site. 
unteer opportunities. In February ·. ·he trav- • Running for a Wish 5K will start at 2 
eled to New York City with the Peer Volun- p.m. at Butterfield Stadium. Walkers are en-
teer Corps to help distribute food to.the home- courag~ to come, as well. Regis~tion starts 
less through the River Fund. . · at noon. 
"In college we sort of live in a little bit Throughout the .year, many service agen..: 
of a bubble," she said. "If you·volunteer, you cies around Ithaca benefit from eager student 
gain knowledge of everything else that's OQt . volunteers. . . 
there." · · · Jessica Ryan, director <5f marketing and 
Students can get a chance to break that community affair$ for Family and Children's · 
bubble by donating some time at this year's Services of Ithaca, said college students play 
Celebration of Service. a vital role in the area's many copununity ser-
The first-Celebration of Service took place - vice orgapjzations. · ' ., · 
on the inauguration day of President Peggy "I think that having two ·colleges here .·• 
R. Williams. The college intended it to be a • help~ agencies carry out their'niissions," she 
one-time event. But, because the campus re- said. 
sponded so positively, it has become a year- Ithaca College students currently help 
ly event. Family and Children's Services of Ithaca in 
Getting hands-on experience can inspire a variety of ways. 
students and raise awareness of many issues, Sophomore Lindsey Ramistella volun-
said Deborah Mohlenhoff, coordinator of teers at least twice a week with one program 
community service and leadership devel- of Family ana Childre~ 's Services, Crime 
opment. Victims' Services. 
The following events will be offered a~ Crime Victims' Services offers services to 
part of this year's celebration of service: the victims and the people affected by phys-
• Celebrate Your Service fair at the Cam- ical ~sault, robbery, elder abuse, drunken dri-
pus Center from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Groups ving and homicide. 
will showcase yearlong service efforts, and Ramistella focuses _her volunteer work on 
quick volunteer activities such·as making a ge_tting the word out about the ne~.JJn>iJIUQ,, 
· COURTESY OF JENNIFER GAULIN 
SOPHOMORE JENNIFER GAULIN packages sandwiches with the River Fund in New 
York City In February. The organization distributes food to the homeless. 
She said she began volunteering at the be- County also sees the willingness of college 
ginning of the semester because she wanted students to give some of their time. 
to make a difference and help people. "Our Red Cross chapter has over 400 vol-
"One thing I really like is although we unteers," said Rebecca Burton, public sup-
do~•t have-a lot of clients, we're-empower- PQrt and events specialist. · . 
ing people/'· she sai_d. . - . . ~uiton added that many of tho_se volun-
'lbe American Red Cross of JTomp~s '. ·teer§ :are college· students. 
,YQU ARE:INVITED.TO ATTEND THE CLOSING.SEGMENT 
_ . _: .· . . __ . _ .. __ ·~FOUR.O~GO~G-SE~S ._ . :---
_-ENGAGING.DEMOCRACY AND·T-ROUBLING TJIE---~ _Bt1··~ 
... , -·· 
. -.;,_:, 
DR. JAIRAM REDDY 1 < 
_ ~ssociate Research Fellow _in Hig.h-e~ Education 
· H.uma-n S.ciences Rese,arch: Council · 
Pretoria, South Africa 
TOPIC: 
GLOBAL CIVIL SOCIETY, HIGHER EDUCATION 
AND DEMOCRACY 
.MONDAY, APRIL 19, 2004 
PARK HALL AUDITORIUM. 
Don't miss what promises to be interesting and informative presentation. 
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Reading tO · exariiine environn1ent 
BY MATT QUINTANILLA 
Assistant Design Editor 
For the second year, Ithaca College 
freshmen will prepare for college by crack-
ing open a book. 
The book chosen for the first-year 
reading initiative -will be "Living Down-
stream: A Scientist's Personal Investigation 
of Cancer and the Environment" by the 
coHege's visiting distinguished scholar, 
Sandra Steingraber. 
Each incoming freshman will receive a 
copy during summer orientation and will _be 
expected to take part in small discussion 
groups facilitated by faculty or staff at the be-
ginning of · the academic year. "Living 
Downstream" is the second book chosen for 
the initiative, which started in 2003. 
It tells the story of Steingraber's survival 
of cancer and her work as a scientist tracing 
environmental toxins and their connection 
with incidents of cancer in tural lliinois. 
1Tanya Saunders, assistant provost • and 
dean of interdisciplinary and . international 
studies, said each book chosen for the pro-
gram should present « compelling issue for 
discussion for students, faculty and staff who 
volunteer to lead the discussion groups. 
Saunders said the book shows how hu-
mans .are interrelated with the environment. 
-;'f-We are not independent agents acting in 
i~lation," Saunders said. "In fact, any· action 
we take bas a ripple effect, and ·that ripple 
effect can be through time, through space,- and 
impact other members of a committee." 
The discussion groups that will be held 
during continuing orientation are designed to 
model the intellectual atmosphere of the cam-
pus and provoke the same kinds of discussion 
that students would have about an issue out-
side of the classroom setting, Saunde1naid. 
A committee recommended a total of 
three b~oks to President Peggy R.· 
Williams, who made the final decision_. The 
other books selected by the committee were 
"The Things They Carried," by Tim 
O'Brien and ''The Secret Lifo of Bees" by 
Sue Monk Kidd. 
Much thought \\'.as put into considering 
whether the content of the book selected 
was appropriate for the auaience. "Oryx and 
Crake," by Margaret Atwood, was also con-
sidered, but later withdrawn due to portions 
of sexual content deemed as possibly in-
appropriate for a first-year student. 
Sharon Policello, director of first-year pro-
grams, said that based on the first year's 
results, the program set a community 
atmosphere. · · 
"To see all these students go into the rooms 
with faculty ·and administrators who volun-
teered to do it, it was great," Policello said. 
"The students were very involved and en-
gaged in the whole process. That's where my 
goals are for this year." 
Last year's book, "The Color of Water" 
by James McBride; told the story of the au-
thor's mother and her marriage to a black man 
and the author's search for ethnic identity. 
"This year we wanted to offer another 
compelling subject," Saunders· said. "We 
thought that a text that had a human story that 
also inc}uded science would be a good se-
lection for the reading initiative." · 
·Freshman Melissa · Lockwood figured 
that summer reading was over after that she 
graduated high school. When she came to 
the college in the fall, she read the "The 
Color of Water" right before going to the 
discussion group. · 
"I don't think it was a waste of time, but 
I didn't get anything out of it," she said. "I 
would be able to relate to [this year's book] 
more -because members of my-family have 
had cancer." · 
MEGHAN MAZELLNTHE ITHACAN 
EARTHWORMS LITTER CAMPUS StDEWALKS following a ~ecent rainfall. The 
worms poke out of their burrows and slide through the soil to the cement 
sidewalk· after the ·first hard rain each spring. Professor$ at Ithaca College and 
Cornell Univ~sity don't agree why. Some say the worms emerge because they 
will drown If they stay In the saturated soil. Others say the ·rain allows them to 
.~ome out tQ find food or to mate.· But at least there's not an entire ton of slimy 
creatures on the si~.~elks~ Jh,afs tll~ amount of worms in one acre of soil. 
LARRY WESTLER/fHE ITHACAN 
VISITING DISTINGUISHED SCHOLAR Sandra Stelngraber speaks with students about 
environmental health concerns at at a lecture given In Septem~. Stelngraber's book, 
"Living Downstream" was chosen for this year's First Year Reading Program. 
Steingraber will deliver a lecture in Sep-
tember to the entire campus, and students will 
be encouraged to attend the annual environ-
mental film festival held at the college each fall .. 
During her speech, Steingraber plans to 
discuss Jllachel Carson's work in environ-
mentalism. Carson's novel "Silent Spring," 
about the effects of DDT and other chemi-
cals on the natural world, proved to_ be a cat-
alyst in the environmental movement in the · 
19(j()s, Steingraber's book has frequently -~n 
compared to Carson's. 
to diSc.\lSs d·em6crac,Y 
BY BRITTANY WEINGARTNER 
Staff Writer 
· ~A higher education expert will be at Itha-
ca College Monday to discuss the challenges 
of democracy around the globe. · · · 
J airam Reddy, the first chairman of 
South Africa's National Commission on 
Higher Education, will give a pub~ 
lie presentation titled, "Globc,tl Cit-
izenship and Democracy: A South 
African Perspective" at 7 p.m. in 
Park HalJ Auditorium. · · 
Reddy will emphasize demo·c-
racy as . a global concern, said 
Tanya Saunders, assistant provost' 
and dean of interdisciplinary and in-
ternational studies. 
... , ' ; ;"'~ .- '~ .. 
and~1~~~d-~ta\es. He now. s~FVes on the 
council of the United Nations University. 
. Reddy's involv:ement with nongovern-
mental organizations such as the African Cen-
tre for the Constru~tive Resolution of Dis-
putes and the Small Business Development 
Corporation has provided him a wide range 
of experiences. He has also been involved 
with the Health Systems Trust 
for Planning and Development 
and the Centre for the Ad-
vancement of Science and 
Mathematics. 
"By looking at South Africa, we 
can recognize certain issues in 
U.S. democracy," she said." [The 
REDDY 
He has been awarded 
honorary doct<;>rates by the Uni-
versity of Birmingham in 
England, University of Western 
Cape in South Africa and the 
.United Kingdom's .Open 
University. He was named a Ful-
bright Scholar at Michigan 
presentation] will show the rela- · . 
tionship between local, national and inter-
national· democ.racy." 
Reddy has a range of international expe-
riences and has studied higher education sys-
tems in countries such as India and Australia. 
His studies, le~tures and research have tak-
en Reddy to universities in Europe, Canada 
State University in 1999. 
The speech is the final event in the college's 
yearlong lecture and film series, "Engaging 
Democracy and Troubling the Water." 
The series, which started in September, 
was established to encourage members of 
the college community to revisit basic 
democratic values. 
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March 29 
Making graffiti 
LOCATION: Lyon Hall 
SUMMARY: Officer reported unknown per-
sons drew graffiti. Pending investigation. 
Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
FQund property 
LOCATION: O-lot 
SUMMARY: Caller found keychain with car 
key and turned it over to the Office of Public 
Safety. 
Motor vehicle accident 
LOCATION: College Circle parking lot 
Su~MARY: Caller reported a two-car, ·property 
damage MVA. Patrol Officer Charles Ross. 
Conduct code vlolatlon 
LOCATION: Garden Apartment 29 
SUMMARY: Caller reported people with alco-
hol. Four students judicially referred for 
underage possession of alcohol. Patrol 
Officer Justin Benson. 
Criminal tampering 
LOCATION: Lyon Hall 
SUMMARY: Officer reported unknown 
persons discharged a fire extinguisher. 




SUMMARY: Calleueported unknown per-
sons damaged parked car. Pending investi-
gation. Patrol Officer Dirk Hightchew: 
LOCA1"\0N: West Tower 
SUMMARY: Officer followed up on a trouble 
alarm from the fire panel received on March 
28 at 12:30 a.m. Officer found that a student 
hactcut tt:ae wilN to the heat detector. · 
Student judicially referrecl. Environmental 
Health and Safety Officer Doug-~. 
Follow-up Investigation 
LC>C;ATION: Lyon Hall 
SUMMARY: Officer interviewed students. 
One studentreferred for tampering with fire 
equipment in Lyon Hall originally reported 
on March 20. i:>atrol Officer Donald Lyke. 
Conduct code vlolatlon 
LOCATION: Hilliard Hall 
SUMMARY: Cailer reported two students 
involved in ongoing harassment/distur-
bance complaints. Two judicially referred. 
Investigator Laura Durling. 
Sollcltatlon 
LOCATION: J-lot 
SUMMARY: Officer reported persons handing 
out fliers. Officer issued warning. Patrol 
Officer Justin Benson. 
Unlawful possession/marijuana 
LOCATION:· West Tower 
SUMMARY: Caller reported odor of marijua-
na. Three students judicially referred. Patrol 
Officer Justin Benson. 
March 31 
Follow-up Investigation 
LOCATION: Terrace 12 
SUMMARY: Officec intervie~ed students. 
KEY 
ABC - Alcohol beverage control law 
CMC - Cayuga Medical Center 
DWI - Driving while intoxicated 
IFD - Ithaca Fire Department 
IPD - Ithaca Police Department 
MVA - Motor vehicle accident 
RA - Re$ident assistant 
TCSD - Tompkins County Sheriff's 
Department 
V& T - Vehicle and traffic violation 
NEWS THE ITHACAN 11 
Pub I ic Safety 
Incident Log 
One referred for failure to comply and per-
sonal honesty for incident that.occurred on 
March 28 in A-lot. Patro.l Officer Bruce 
Holmstock. 
Larceny 
LOCATION: Terrace 11 
SUMMARY: Caller reported theft of keys. 
Pending 1nvestigation. Patrol Officer Dirk 
Hightchew. 
Conduct code violation 
LOCATION: Emerson Hall 
SUMMARY: Caller reported odor of marijua-
na. One judiciaily referred for possession of 
marijuana. Patrol Officer Richard Curtiss. 
· April 1 
Conduct code violation 
LOCATION: Hilliard Hall 
SUMMARY: Officer reported noise complaint 
with alcohol. One judicially referred for pos-
session of alcohol. Security Officer Aaron 
Price. 
Disorderly conduct 
LOCATION: Hilliard Hall • 
SUMMARY: Officer reported intoxicated per-
son. Person pushed officer. One person 
arcested for disorderly conduct, harass-
ment and resisting arrest. Person was · 
arraigned ir:l)thaca Town Court and 
remanded to county public safety building. 
Patrol Officer William Kerry. 
Accidental property damage 
LOCATION: Center for Natural S~iences 
SUMMARY: Caller report$d light pole dam-~ 
Medical assist 
LOCATION: M-lot 
. SUMMAAY:.CalJer.reported injured ankle. 
Patrol Officer Dirk Hightchew. '. · 
~ ~--.. . 
LOCATION; College Cl~Apartment 8 ~ 
SUMMARY: While on another complaint, offi-
cer observed a hole in the wall of an apart-




LOCATION: Lyon Hall . 
SUMM_ARY: Officer reported unknown per-
sons set off fireworks, causing a fire alarm 
activation. Pending investigation. Sgt. 
Ronald Hart. 
Larceny/crlmlnal mischief 
LOCATION: Emerson Hall 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown per-
sons smashed the glass and removed prod-
ucts from vending machine. Pending 
investigation. Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
False reporting/Incident 
LOCATION: Terrace 12 
SUMMARY: Officer reported that unknown 
persons activated two pull boxes, which 
caused a fire alarm activation. Pending 
investigation. Patrol Officer William Kerry. 
Unlawful possession/marijuana 
LOCATION: Hilliard Hall 
SUMMARY: Officer reported people with alco-
hol. Two judicially referred for possession of 
marijuana and underage possession of 
alcohol. Patrol Officer Justin Benson. 
Conduct code vlolatlon 
LOCATIQfll: Terrace 7 
SUMMARY: Officer reported two people with 
alcohol. Two referred for underage·posses: 
sion of alcohol. Security_ Officer Aaron Price. 
Conduct code vlolatlon 
LOCATJON: Terrace 12 
SUMMARY: Officer reported people with alco-
hol. One judicially referred for underage 
possession of alcohol, possession of col-
lege property and tampering with fire equip-
ment. Security Officer Aaron Price. 
Conduct code ·violation 
LOCATION: J-lot 
Su~MARY: Officer reported people with alco-
hol. Two referred for responsibility of guests 
and underage possession of alcohol. 
Security Officer Aaron Price. • 
April 3 
·Unlawful possession/marijuana 
LOCATION: East Tower 
SUMMARY: Officer reported person with 
alcohol and marijuana. Officer issued 
appearance ticket for unlawful possession 
of marijuana and underage possession of 
alcohol for Ithaca Town Court. Person · 
restricted from campus and one person 
judicially referred for responsibility of guest. 
Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
Reckless endangerment 
LOCATION: East Tower 
SUMMARY: Officer reported that unknown 
persons had thrown items out of a window. 
Pending investigation. Patrol Officer William 
Kerry. 
Reckless endangerment 
LOCATION: East Tower 
SUMMARY: Officers reported that unknown 
persons set off fireworks, causing a fire 
alarm activation. Pending investigation. 
Patrol 9fficer William Kerry. 
Found property 
LOCATION: Boathouse . 
SUMMARY: Officer.found a cell· phOne and 
turned It over to Public Safety. 
Crlmlnal....., 
LocATION: east Tower ·· 
SUMMARY: Officer reported unknown per-
sons damaged furniture. Pending investiga-
tion. Patrol Officer William Kerry. · 
V& T vlolatlon 
LOCATION: Public Safety 
SUMMARY: Officer repor:ted person in pos-
session of another person's license. One 
person judicially referred~ Patrol Officer Erik 
Merlin. · 
Fire alarm 
LOCATION: College Circle Apartment s 
SUMMARY: Caller reported a fire to IFD. 
Officers discovered that the resident put out 
a small fire on the stove. Report filed. Patrol 
Officer Charles Ross. 
V& T vlolatlon/leavlng the scene 
LOCATION: College•Circle parking lot 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown vehicle 
hit a parked vehicle and left the scene. 
Pending investigation. Patrol Officer 
Richard Curtiss. 
April 4 
Conduct code vlolatlon 
LOCATION: Terrace 7 
SUMMARY: Officer reported people with alco-
hol. One judicially referred for noise and 
alcohol. Security Officer Maria Parente. 
Found propa-ty . 
LOCATION: Gannett Center 
SUMMARY: Caller found jacket, which was 
• turned over to Public Safety. 
Crlmlnal tam~lng 
LOCATION: Terrace 4 
SUMMARY: Officer reported that unknown 
persons discharged fire extinguisher, 
which caused the fire alarm activation. 
Pending investigation. Patrol Officer Erik 
Merlin. 
Motor vehicle accident 
LOCATION: Terrace road 
SUMMARY: Officer reported a two-car, prop-
erty damage MVA. Ambulance responded 
but the occupants declined medical assis-
tance. Sgt. F~ederick Thomas. 
April 5 
Making graffiti 
LOCATION: West Tower 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown per-
sons wrote graffiti. Pending investigation. 
Patrol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
Computer crimes . 
LOCATION: Bogart Hall 
SUMMARY: Caller reported a computer on 
the college network sharing copyrighted 
material. One student judicially referred for 
sharing copyrighted materiijl. Patrol Officer 
Justin Benson. 
Computer crimes 
LOCATION: Terrace 1 
SUMMARY: Caller reported a computer on · 
the college network sharing copyrighted 
material. One student judicially referred for 
sharing copyrighted material. Patrol Officer 
Justin Benson. 
Computer crimes 
. LOCATION: Terrace 2 
SUMMARY: Caller reported two computers 
on the college network sharing copyrighted 
material. Two students judicially referred for 
sharing copyrighted material. Patrol Officer 
Justin Benson. 
SUMMARY: Officer repo,:ted a~ wading 
pool on the balcony. Residents were advised 
that the balcony oould not ,upport such . a..,,,1:-::..,...,.....'°....,.hlem. 
Specl ... ll'Aonaid.Q& 
11,·dlcalaal&t 
LOOATION; ·Garage. 
·SUMMARY: Caller reported person ill. 
Ambulance transported the person to CMC. 
Fire Prot~on Specialist Ronald Clark .. 
Crlmlnal mischief-
-LOCATION: College C(rcleApartment 17 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown per-
sons damaged gutter. Pending investiga-
tion. Patrol Officer William Kerry. 
Larceny 
LOCATION: Colleg$ Circle Apartment 7 
SUMMARY: Caller reP9rted unknown per-
sons stole the building numbers. Pending 
investigation. Patrol Officer Wi.lliam Kerry. 
Found property . 
LOCATION: Campus Center 
SUMMARY: Caller found assorted items, . 
such as jewelry and clothing. hems were 
turned over to Public S~fety. 
Computer crimes 
LOCATION: East Tower 
SUMMARY: Caller reported computer on the 
college network sharing copyrighted materi-
al. One judicially referred. Patrol Offrcer 
William Kerry. 
Larceny 
LOCATION: Park Hall 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown per-
sons stole computer equipment. Pending 
investigation. Investigator Laura Durling. 
Loitering 
LOCATION: Landon Hall . 
SUMMARY: °Caller reported two people solic-
iting money. Officers were unable to locate 
suspects. Pending investigation. Patrol 
Officer William Kerry. 
For the complete Public Safety Log, go to 
www.ithacs.edu/lthacan. 
F 
Quote of the week 
"It is probably the quintessential battle of 
the mind." 
Evan Suma, Page 19 
Ed ito·rials 
Network disconnected 
Apogee decision warranted student input 
Information Technology Services will hold an open forum today to discuss the future of ResNet. But it's too late. The decisions have already been made 
and until this point students have simply been ignored. 
The college has agreed to contract Internet service 
out to Apogee Telecom and begin charging students for 
high-speed access to the Web. Many questions remain 
aboutApogee's service, and they could have been raised 
and addressed had students been consulted. 
Will the service really oe more reliable than 
ResNet? What level of customer service will be avail-
able? Can Apogee be expected to raise prices .after the 
first y~ of service? Will illegal file sharing complaints 
remain a campus judicial issue~ or can students expect 
to begin receiving subpoenas from the Recording In- · 
dustry .Associ$on of America? These are important con-
cerns that could have been addressed before the deci-
sion was made had students been consulted. 
While the choice of Apogee may · have been the 
right one, it. was arrived at in the wrong way. No one 
could deny that serious action neec;led to be taken to 
~ the state of the college's student network,and 
contracting the service out was likely the only op-
tion the college had. · 
But to make such a major decision without ever both-
ering to consult students or involve them in the process 
is absolutely wrong and should never be'allowed to hap-
pen at I~ Col_lt:ge. StudeJ!ts an: the only clients ~-
fectcd-by dlis decision. They had a nght to off~ an opm-
ion, and ITS neglected its duties ·by not· soijciting it · 
Expanding education 
Pro .. program CfJ,n,JtOt dil14e resources 
. programs 
in the School of Humanities and Sciences is great news. 
The college is expanding its offerings in sensible, fea..: 
sible ways that will enhance what is already here. 
During this -expansion of programs, though, it is 
important that the college not lose sight of its primary 
mission of undergraduate education. The new degrees 
should not take resources aw~y frontundergraduate 
ma· like English, history ~ art. · C! departments and die others involved will have 
to begin offering new courses at a graduate level. It is 
vital that the addition of these courses not mean a de-
crease in courses offered to undergraduate students. Ad- . 
ditionally, senio!' faculty members should not be diverted 
away from undergraduate classes to teach these new 
courses. Staffing more undergraduate courses with new, 
nontenured faculty so that senior faculty can teach high-
er level classes would be a serious misstep. 
The larger question, though, is where the college is 
going when it comes to graduate offerings. Programs · 
have been announced in all five· schools now, but there. 
does not appear to be an overall plan for the expansion 
of graduate studies. Administrators must develop such 
a plan in consultation with a wide variety of interest-
ed parties or risk losing sight of the college's mission. 
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!\{any Apogee concerns· 
- Once again, I find ·myself writing to 
The Ithacan in response to ResNet is-
sues brought about by the article "ITS 
to charge for Internet" (April 8, 2004, 
. -. . '\ .. . ·., . .e .- . 
s new system o argmg or 
Internet service was first an-
nounced. The major question here is 
why should we be paying more for what 
we currently get for free. · 
According to the article, every stu-
dent is given a 64K connection for 
free, but I know for a fact that in my 
daily Web browsing, whether it be for 
class or entertainment, I more often 
. than not surpass 64K · of speed, 
-which makes me believe that most stu-
dents on campus do the same. This 
would mean that, by changing to this 
new service, if we want the equiva-
lent of what we currently have ';Ve will 
need to pay. This says to me that this 
isn't a planned network upgrade, but 
more like a downgrade. 
I have been in communication with 
Ed Fuller at Information Technology 
Services, and he has been .very coop-
erative in answering questions and 
keeping an open dialogue. The big 
questions I have about this issue are: 
Were students involved in this deci-
sion? What is the incentive to pay? 
What do I get back that is better than 
what I have now? Finally, where will 
the money that we are paying go? 
ALEXANDER I. WEISMAN '06 
';rhe 'game' of politics 
I appreciate Roger Custer's opinion 
piece in last week's The Ithacan 
(April 8), and as a leftist professor I _sup-
port Custer's push for increased repre-
sentation of underrepresented view-
points and student/citizen involve-
ment in political life. I want to take is-
sue only with Custer's definition 9f pol-
itics, to wit, that it is a "fun. game as 
long as it is played fairly." 
If all power and resources and 
recognition were distributed "fafrly," 
if that were even conceivable (which 
it is not), then we'd have utopia in-
stead of .politics. No? Neither do I 
think politics can be accurately char-
acterized as a "fun game," except per- · 
haps for those who are generally win-
ning it, or for whom its outcomes 
don't make the difference between 





heath and sickness, affluence and 
poverty~ freedom and confinement or 
life and death. 
- So I am afraid Custer devalues pol-
itics when he defines it as a fun game 
to play, as long as it is played fairly. 
ourse, at there are 
'Cmlduct · 1scu , 
and intellectual inquiry that are more 
or less fair and respectful of differ-
ences, but politics itself a power strug-
gle, as Custer's efforts well attest. and 
it is typically the relatively powerless 
(e.g .• Republicans/Conservatives _at .. 
Ithaca College) who ·struggle most · 
vigorously for power, resources and 
recognition of underrepresented 
views against the relatively powerful 
(e.g., Democrats/Liberals at Ithaca 
College). · 
I'm guessing ·that Custer's own po-
litical struggle would thu~ make him 
very sensitive, even sympathetic, to 
the various political struggles of all the 
people in the world who feel margin-
alized and underrepresented and that 
he might agree that a sure-fire way to 
get people involved in direct political 
struggle is to show them exactly how 
they are being treated unfairly and by 
whom. · 
TOM KERR 
Assistant Professor of Writing 
Health care a worry 
I was very pleased to see David 
Donovan's opinion piece in the April 
1 edition of The Ithacan on the topic • 
of the American health care system 
and its flaws. An increasing number 
of Americans are being faced with the 
rising . costs of health care and the 
threat of being totally uninsured. 
From personal experience, I know the 
unsettling feeling of being unsure if 
you will have the money (i.e. an 
· HMO) or qualifications (i.e. Medic-
aid) for health insurance from one year 
to the next. 
Like Donovan pointed out, college 
graduates are amorig those who often 
lack health insurance during the 
transition from school to the work 
force. And with the job market in the 
pathetic state that it is currently, one 
is lucky to find a job to simply meet 
daily costs of living, let alone a health 
care package. 
As a member of the Health Care Ad-
vocacy Coalition, I urge all those in-
'. i 
terested in finding out more abouihealth 
care in the United States - as this ·is 
an issue that will affect the vast majority , 
of Americans during their lifetime -
to come to a forum that HCAC is hold-
ing on April 21- at 7:30 p.m. in Textor 
102 on the topic of universal_ health 
, . 
leaders will be In attendance to discuss 
this subject. We invite all to attend. 
EMILY BON~IGNORE 
Health Cate Advocacy Coalition 
New mascot needed 
Now that bombs are burstirtg here, 
there and everywhere, with the 
bombers· being hunted down in Spain, 
Iraq and the United States, wouldn't this 
be a propitious time to _ choose a less 
lethal name for our Ithaca College ath-
letic teams? 
FRANCES H. BARRACLOUGH 
Tutorial Instructor, 
Office of Multicultural Affairs 
:8,eview closed-minded 
I was extremely disturbed by an ar-
ticle in your April 1 Accent section. 
I found "Dance show hits 'The 
Wall"' by staff writer Vanessa 
Schneider completely inaccurate a1_1d 
closed-minded. 
l_t seems Schneider spent mote time 
taking notes than she did watching the 
movement on stage. If she hao paid 
attention she would have noted that 
the "Patrick Swayze and Jennifer Grey 
a la 'Dirty Dancing"' lift was not per-
formed in "Mother" but instead dur-
ing "Young Lust." This article _reveals 
no real research or fa.ctual support for 
the writer's opinion. If the writer had 
taken time to read the director's 
notes, she might have seen more than 
"obvious. surface-level" dancing. 
Schneider seems to be uneducated 
and unfamiliar with the art of dance. I 
wonder whether her comments about 
the audience's internal monologue 
have any basis. Did she speak with any-
one in the audience or just simply as-
sume they thought the first act was slow 
and tedious? 
Kinetics Dance Company spent 
many years planning this show and 
-long hours in rehearsal. Nowhere in 
See LETTERS, Page 14 
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Power of volunteering 
Understood after build 
This past winter I joined Ithaca College's 
Habitat for Humanity for its personal benefits 
and not for its primary purpose. I was more . 
interested in spending time -with my close 
friends than taking part in community service 
events. Yet after a construction tnp to North 
Carolina, I gained a new knowledge behind 
becoming a volunteer for a community 
· · service organization. I 
AND~EW 
CAMERON 
learned that in 
volunteering~ there is a 
requirement of making 
sacrifices for the benefit 
of others. Unfortunately, 
community service is 
often used for personal 
benefits or as a crutch to 
improve one's college 
resume. However, I feel 
that ther~ is a much 
deeper feeling . involved 
Guest Writer _in volunteering that some 
people may take for granted. Whether the 
sacrifices are large or small, one still gives up 
something for a complete stranger. This 
beautiful ideal is the basis for all volunteering. 
If someone is guilty o( volunteering without 
having their priorities straight, _ it is not 
necessary to feel shame. · 
In fact, it wasn't until the second or third 
day of being in North Carolina that I gained a 
new knowledge of why I was building this 
house. It was actually a series of events that 
caused me to recognize the importance of our 
trip and what it meant to the community. 
Building the house was a monumental 
experience, but it did not make the biggest 
impact op. me. The commuiµty's reaction to -
our presence is wl}ijt awoke· me to the cause 
and significance of our trip. 
_ Whether at the local Wal-Mart, bowling 
alley or one of the numerous churches we 
dined at. each · · our . )!£~. ~w~ys 
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· HABITAT FOR HUMANITY MEMBERS from Ithaca College volunteered their time dur-
ing spring break to bulld two homes In Georgia for low-Income faml_lles. , 
significantly changing someone's life. This 
reminder came in forms of handshakes, thank 
you's, applause or even, in some cases, tears. 
We realized that our own hands and bodies 
were working each day to improve a life. 
Our newly gained -wisdom made us 
recognize that the task' that lay before us 
lield more purpose than any class or test we 
had ever stressed over in the past semester. 
The personality of our work site had 
completely changed. Former complaints 
and disagr~ments . between our 
construction team dwindled. We were no 
longer cursing at each finger crushed with a 
I 0-pound hammer, or at least not as much; 
As one may put, it we ·were like a well-oiled 
machine. · 
Once the house was completed, my entire 
body filled with a sense of accomplis~nt 
Th u it: ~ clic . 
.:.-. 
hit the winning hoop, aced the hardest test or 
finished the race first, but I had improved 
someone's life. Words can not describe what 
one can learn from this trip. I'm sure my 
own experience may differ from others, but 
in the end they are all beneficial. · 
I strongly encourage Ithaca's student 
body to become more involved in this 
incredible organization. Habitat's greatest 
ability is to unite pepple · from all 
backgrounds Jo create a team of 
extraordinary ~apabilities . .,Only as a united 
body do we become an incredible means to. 
improve someone's life. Whether it be by · 
becoming a member, participating in 
weekly. builds, taking part in one of our 
,many fund-raisers or simply recycling a can, 
you will be improving the life of a stranger. 
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Academics should be 
the college experience 
Ithaca College appears to be in the midst 
of an identity crisis. Different people (well, 
mostly administrators) have been question-
ing various aspects of the college's image 
for quite some time now: How does Ithaca 
College stand apart from other schools? 
·How does it appear to prospective 
students? To alumni (i:e. potential donors)? . 
Does the college seem diverse? What does. 
an Ithaca College degree really. mean? · 
While these questions seem reasonable 
enough and are probably asked by every 
. college working through an identity crisis, 
some of Ithaca College's efforts and 
inquiries have left me a bit puzzled. First 
we heard about the Traditions Committee, 
a group of faculty, staff and students 
attempting to _ - you ,guessed it -
establish traditions at Ithaca College. 
This committee was formed after . a 
consulting firm, Steege/Thomson, con-
cluded that our campus traditions were a bit 
weak, despite efforts to market tradition as 
part of the college's overall image. To 
quickly reme4y our deficiency, the College 
created . Providing Ithaca Experiences 
Connecting Every Student (PIECES), ~ 
program designed to help incoming 
students develop a class identity through 
stimula~ng activities such as candy-
collage-making. 
, · :NQw_ It&ac! C~lege, is ';It it again .. The 
;' 'idmmiftration's latest- . i.mage--rriaking 
. . .. 
r ents 
college, an ex rience that wiU be uni ue 
to Ithaca C'.:Qllege -~ . _ 
more connected to the· Ithaca College 
community (i.e. more willing to donate 
money) once they leave the school. Of 
course. we have a committee - the Core 
" Bxperi~nce Task Force - dedicated to 
constructing this shared tradition~ 
For a few weeks now, I've been 
p_ondering the whole "core experience'? 
idea and think we .might be able to-find a 
few shared experiences that already exist. 
Certainly there are things that most Ithaca 
College students experience during their 
tiine at the college, things they remember 
long after they've.left the campus. 
Take, for example, dorm rooms and 
dining hall food. Everydne comes together 
to e~perience those things, _right? Nothing 
says "shared experience~• · qui~ . like 
communal bathrooms and mass-prepared 
food. But I guess those things ~n 't exactly 
unique to Ithaca College . . __ .. ,. 
So ho~ about the .Co~ Jug game? 
While students at most colleges get drunk · 
and yell a lot, few have a day designated to 
drinking through the a.m. hours, then 
screaming "state school" across a football 
. field in the afternoon. ·This event is 
. something qiost students will experience 
and reineriiber. Well, maybe not remember. 
But there must be something we've all 
shared ~d will recall for years to ·come. 
What about the weather? The rain that 
brings armies of bloated worms or the 
snow that falls horizontally for months on 
end? No? Perhaps the joys of Degree 
Navigator or the smell in the West Tower 
stairwell? Alright, so perhaps these aren't 
the· most desirable shared experiences. 
· Maybe we do need a: committee to design 
a common tradition for us all to share. 
· But wait - we do have that academic 
experience thirig. We've all had stimulating 
discussions with great people in excellent 
classes - or at least we should have. If we 
don't look back and see our intellectual 
endeavors as . the core of our college 
experience, then the school's identity crisis 
is more serious than I thought. 
Just a.Thought appears in this space 
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Contloued from Page 12 
• her article does Schneider take time to rec-
ognize any of this hard work. I would have 
liked to see the article focus. on how Ki-
netics Dance Company was created by Itha-
ca College students and how all of the 
dancers, designers and technical staff 
were Ithaca ~tudents as well. This project 
should have been noted as an achievement 
instead of as a complete failure to interpret 
Pink Floyd's "The Wall" through dance. 
SARAH GORDON '05 
OPINION 
SEND A LETTER 
The Ithacan welcomes correspon-
dence from all readers. Please 
include your name, phone number, 
year of graduation and/or your 
_organizational or college title/posi-
tion. Letters must be 250 words or 
less and signed and submitted in 
writing or through e-mail by 
Monday at 5 p.m.jor publication. 
The Ithacan reserves the right to edit 
letters for length, clarity and taste. 
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(Reservations are required for the Tower Club Restaruant) · 
. llrthlSI · 
IC 111111 Senices Eva11s1 
Tll1n1111, 11,11 22111 lrgi■lc 
Earth Day Celebration F11•1 
at Campus Center Diriing Hall 
~o/q> . Tll■r::! !~~ 29th 
Our <Tfiank} (Last Late Night of the Semester 
· I"'\/: . 8:00pm - 11:00pm) 
to ·LOU! . at Towers Dining Hall 
su■llav. 111 9th 
Mother's Day Brunch 
11:00am - 2:00pm 
at the Tower Club Restaurant 
COIIIIIIIC8118Bt Weakenll 
Saturday, May 15th 
5:00pm - 9:00pm 
· at the Tower Club Restaurant 
Sunday, May 16th 
2:00pm - 8:00pm 
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.1. www.ithaca.edu/dlining I 
Looking f0r hands-on experience in 
financial book-keeping and accounting? 
Then SGA has a position for you! 
Student Government Association · · 
is accepting applications f Or. a fall 2004 
FINANCE SECRETARY · ··. · yos~o~ -. 
v~'? . 
Applications. are available NOW in the Student Activites 
Center (third .floor of Egbert Hall) · 
Applications are due on Friday April 23rd at 5 ~p.m. to 
the. Student Activites Center 
Pk~ase contact Meg Reynolds at sgabusines~@ithaca.edu with any questions 
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April 15th - April 19th 
Textor102 
Thura - 8pm 
.. Fri _- 7pm, 9:30pm & 12am _ 
. 5at - 7pm, 9:30pm & 12a~ 
$3. ···· 5un ·- ·3pm _& 8pl11 ,: ..... $.~ 
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Checkmate 
Twenty students participate in Chess 
Club's first tournament Friday. 
Page 19 CCent 
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art's m·yste • r1es 
Art History Club examines 'The Da Vinci Code' and the art that -made it interesting 
BY EMILY KEIZER 
Staff Writer 
In a darkened room, a medieval paint-
ing of Mary Magdalene was projected onto 
a wall. A book with the "Mona Lisa" on the 
cover rested on a desk. This is not the set-
ting of a typical evening on the Ithaca Col-
lege campus. 
But for the 20-odd students who 
attended the Art History Club's lecture on 
'The Da Vinci Code," the old artwork and 
dimmed lights were par for the course. 
Though any sliver of spookiness was 
dispelled once discussion of Dan Brown's 
best-selling novel began, the environ-
ment, nevertheless, seemed to complement 
the conspiratorial, catacomb-filled atmos-
phere of the book itself. 
The April 8 lecture and book discussion 
was the latest in a serie of events planned 
by the Art History Club to increase the 
group's presence on campus. 
Though the club is not new, this year has 
been among the most active in its five-year 
history. In addition to arranging "The Da 
Vinci Code" event, the club's core of four 
or five regular members has held pop- and 
Celtic-themed art nights and continued 
annual traditions, such as the art auction. 
The club's secretary, sophomore Leah 
Verwey, said events like the one on 
Thursday typically draw a larger audience 
than the club's weekly meetings do. 
"If we have something going on, a lot 
more people show up," Verwey said. 
"We're trying to spread the word. We like 
to encourage the awareness of art in the 
community." 
The popularity of "The Da Vinci Code" 
has played well into the club's mission to 
increase exposure to art on campus. Set 
throughout Europe, the book features 
central character Robert Langdon's race to 
unearth a trail of clues disguised in the 
works of the title artist. The book toucl:ies 
on not only religiom; themes - the clues 
lead ultimately to an invaluable Christian 
relic - but also artistic ones. As 52 weeks 
on The New York Times bestseller list 
prove, however, the novel's appeal is not 
limited to art history students. 
"It makes it cooler if you know some- · 
thing about art," said Verwey, a photogra-
' phy major. "But these are pretty popular 
paintings, th~ "Mona Lisa" and '1The Last 
Supper," so you don't need a background 
in art history to appreciate it." 
President Sivan Amar, a sophomore art 
history major, had the inspiration for a Da 
Vinci Code night after finishing the book 
herself earlier this year. She enjoyed the 
novel, which she has heard described as "the 
Indiana Jones of art history," as pure 
entertainment and it captured her interest 
enough that she raised the topic of a 
lecture to Brian Cohen, assistant professor 
of art history. She knew that Cohen, who 
wrote his dissertation on the legend of Mary 
Magdalene, would be the perfect speaker 
at uch an 
"I kind of had to beg him to read it," she 
said, laughing. "I gave him my copy of the 
book, and he read it over spring break." 
Though Cohen wasn't the book's 
biggest fan, and he jokingly admitted that 
he doesn't afford Dan Brown a place among 
the literary masters, he did agree to put 
together a presentation. 
At the lecture, Cohen was quick to 
debunk the conspiracy theories at the 
heart of most of Dan Brown's work. "The 
Da Vinci Code" centers on the Roman 
Catholic Church's plot to conceal a rela-
tionship between Jesus and Mary Magda-
lene, one of his followers, Cohen said. In 
reality there is proof for neither the liaison 
nor the conspiracy. 
"People seem to be reading the book like 
there's some truth to it, when on the front, 
it clearly says 'novel,"' Cohen said. "That's 
the joy of fiction, and it's unfair to read more 
into it." 
Cohen said many of the mysterious 
elements of the novel, including the 
misperception that the feminine-looking St. 
Johq the Evangelist depicted in Da Vinci's 
"The Last Supper" truly represents Mary 
Magdalene, have been considered invalid 
for centuries. M historians have long" 
speculated that the Mary of the richly hued 
medieval and Renaissance artwork Cohen 
showed during the lecture is more a 
legendary composite than an actual histor-
ical or Biblical figure. 
"Through the Middle Ages, she's almost 
like a magnet," Cohen said of the way in 
which the legend grew with each retelling. 
He explained that the redeemed prostitute cel-
ebrated today as Mary Magdalene is in fact 
an amalgam of various women presented in-
dividually in the Gospels, including the 
sister of Lazarus and the sinner who 
ALISON BOURDON/rHE ITHACAN 
BRIAN COHEN, assistant professor of art history, discussed the truths and tales of 
"The Da Vinci Code" at an Art History Club lecture last Thursday. 
wiped Jesus' feet with her hair. 
Fans of the book, like Amar, initially 
wondered if such murky legends were 
evidence of Brown's conspiracy. Even she 
admits that she knows the difference 
between fiction and fantasy. 
"After hearing Brian say it and show 
evidence and art that it was a medieval myth, 
· I thought maybe it isn't a conspiracy," she 
confessed. 
Eventually, Cohen said, the tale 
expanded to include miracles in which Mary 
was transported to France-and ended her life 
as an ascetic living in a cave outside 
Marseilles. He cited pieces of the legend, 
such as the chance arrival of a passing monk 
just in time to perform Mary's last rites, as 
typical medieval imagery. 
The longevity of the legend lies not only 
in its embodiment of the ultimate Christian 
message of salvation, but also in its 
appeal to authors like Dan Brown. That "The 
Da Vinci Code" touches on the possibility of 
a Jesus-Mary romance makes the story even 
more alluring, Cohen said. 
"It has all the elements of a great story," 
he said. "Even sex." 
The story attracted enough students to 
make the night one of the Art History Club's 
biggest successes, Amar said. 
"We had a good turnout," she said. "I 
think people in the front row were 
associated with the art history department, 
but there were people in the back I hadn't 
seen before." 
Other events, particularly well-estab-
lished ones such as the art auction, also draw 
large audiences. The March auction, 
which featured artwork by students 
and professors as well as donations 
from local businesses, 
raised more than $350 for the Community 
Arts Partnership, the Ithaca-based charity 
that sponsors the Ithaca Art Trail and the 
Kitchen Theatre. {\bout 35 people attend-
ed the auction. Though artistic ability is in 
no way required to join the club, several 
members put their work up for sale. 
"You don't have to know how to draw 
straight lines to be part of the club," Amar 
said. "But our secretary made about seven 
pairs of earrings, and they sold like hotcakes." 
In addition to the auction, the club 
promotes art awareness through screenings 
of movies like "Frida" and an annual 
Halloween party at which attendees dress as 
their favorite masterpieces. In past years, 
members have arrived as everything from 
Picasso's meek guitar player to the headless 
Holofemes of Artemisia Gentileschi's 
painting. Activities are, of course, also art 
related. Most popular is a game of Pin-the-
Leaf-on-the-David and an edible art table at 
which M&Ms are patterned into 1'mosaics" 
before being devoured by partygoers. 
Ultimately, the club's mission is to use 
such casual• activities and social events to 
make art a more down-to-earth topic. Amar 
believes that the amount of information and 
intellectualism associated with art can turn 
people away. 
"We'd like to integrate art into everyday 
life because there is art in everyday life," she 
said. "Art is something people make, a 
human being makes. We want to show that 
art is really accessible." 
The accessibility of "The Da Vinci Code," 
which has sold more than 7 million copies, is 
a benefit that even Cohen can.appreciate. 
"It would be silly to criticize the book as 
a piece of art history," he said grudgingly. "It's 
actually very nice to see people getting 
enthusiastic about it." 
THE "MONA LISA," above, and "The 
Last Supper," left, bring the clues in 
Dan Brown's book to llfe. 
ARTWORK COURTESY ITHACA COLLEGE 
DEPARTMENT OF ART HISTORY 
DESIGN BY MATT QUINTANILLA 
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What do you wish the 
school rented out? · 
I wish we could rent out laser 
tag guns. 
What is your favorite con-
spiracy theory? 
America overthrew Aristide 
(President of Haiti). 
What do you mooch from 
your roommate? 
· Umprellas. 
What grammatical error 
annoys you the mostest? 
Affect, effect, which one!? 
If you could bring any 
band or performer to cam-
pus, who would it be? 
The Postal Service or Death 
Cab for Cutie. 
COMPACT DISC 
Kt.LUKU t-AIR 
Sunday, April 18 
10 a.m.-5 p.m. 
THE Holiday Inn 
222 S. Cayuga St. 
35 Dealers with more than 10,000 
CDs, records, tapes, videos, etc. 
All types of music. '20s - current, 
bargains. Rock, blues, jazz, poQ, 
punk, country, alternative, folk, 
classical, etc., etc. 
FREE ADMiSSION 
BY TARA HENRY 
Staff Writer 
Upstate New York is a treasure trove of gorges, 
mountains and lakes just begging hikers, 
campers and boaters to come and explore. But (or 
students planning weekend camping expeditions 
to the Catskill and Adirondack Mountains or a day-
Jong kayaking trip on Cayuga Lake, getting the · 
equipment has been more difficult. 
But the Department of Therapeutic Recreation 
and Leisure Services' Outdoor Recreation 
Equipment Center has a solution. 
Nestled in a small storage room on the lower 
level of the Fitness Center, the OREC office serves 
as a rent-a-center where students can borrow out-
door equipment, everything from tents and cook-
ing stoves to snowshoes and hiking backpacks. 
Rob Porter, associate professor in the 
Department of Therapeutic Recreation and 
Leisure Services, in partnership with Brad 
Buchanan, recreational sports manager at the 
Fitness Center, hatched the idea for the OREC 
office to make the wonders of the great outdoors 
more accessible to Ithaca College students .. 
"Other schools have OREC type programs," 
Porter said. "This program gives students an op-
portunity to go out apd practice their skills out-
side the classroom." 
On Feb. 4, the Fitness Center held a grand open-
ing to introduce students to the existence of OREC 
and entice them to rent equipment. 
"We have all this gear that sits around in 
between classes," Porter said. "We could be rent-
ing it out and using that income to buy more and 
better gear so the whole student body can have 
it to use." 
Porter said anyone affiliated with the college 
has access to the valuable outdoor equipment that 
the department has sitting around. 
The program is self-funded. It was given a 
head start by the Department of Health Promo-
tion and Human Movement, the Office of Recre-
ational Sports and the Department of Therapeutic 
COLLEGE 
~).}~1 
··· 21 o the cornffi~.,;: ·,'thaca: NV 
273-6667 II 256-2777 
~ -t-shi_rtexpn~ssio~s.com . 
~~~ .. ~l· 
No ~?CP~ri8:Q~~ Rt~q.~ired 
EARN'UP TC)}: $400/ DAY 
can fSr,more'informati'on 
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JUNIOR JENNY REED, who works at Outdoor Recreation Equipment Center, pulis out the · 
proper equipment Wednesday for a st~dent who wants to rent snowshoes for the weekend. 
Recreation and Leisure. Porter said each de-
partment put forth $1,000 for new gear and will 
continue to do so on a yearly basis. 
Jenny Reed, a junior therapeutic recreation 
major, works in the OREC office to fulfill a field 
study requirement. She said she is excited about 
the success of the program and about its future. 
"With the money they gave us, we purchased 
new snow shoes, a couple of tents and all the sleep-
ing bags. We're growing," Reed said. "We're hop-
ing to purchase cross-country skis for next year." 
The OREC program works in conjunction 
with the Adventure Recreation Club, which has 
existed for two years. For a membership fee of 
$5 per semester, students can join ARC and have 
access to all kinds of adventure trips, such as rock 
cLimbing, camping trips and even white-water 
rafting. 
Porter said he is impressed with the demand 
for winter equipment since the program started. 
"I think our response for winter sports equip-
ment is going to be the best because winter com-
prises a majority of our semesters here," Porter said. 
Students like Jen Drollette, a junior physical 
therapy major, have shown excitement about the 
OREC program. Drollette said she loves being out-
doors, hiking, biking and camping, but since she's 
from Plattsburgh, she finds it difficult to bring all 
· her equipment from home. 
"When Pm home I cross-country ski and 
snow shoe, so to have them available here is 
really great," Drollette said. "I wish they had of-
fered a program like this earlier." 
Drollette said she also mountain bikes at home 
and would love to see bikes become part of the 
rental list at OREC. 
···• 1;,oo.a1a:1542 Big mouth?. Write reviews for the Accent 
section of. The Ithacan. Call 274-1616. 
~ 
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Chess players capture kingdoms 
Seasoned and novice students . . 
engage in a battle of the brains 
BY CHRIS WHITE 
Staff Writer 
It's Chow vs. Klimek, and it's a 
fight to the death. Castles are at 
stake, along with every king, 
queen and bishop within an 8-by-
8 square are~. _ 
The only sounds in the room are 
made by the 16 tiny members of 
medieval armies as they are cap-
tured, hitting the other side of the 
table with faint clinks. · 
It 's the first tournament for 
sophomore James Klimek, whose 
nemesis in this heated battle is 
freshman Janning Chow, chess 
c1ub vice president. 
Twenty participants had four 
rounds to prove their pawns were 
mightier, their knights were 
fiercer and their castles were 
sfronger during the club 's first 
annual chess tournament Friday, in 
the Klingenstein Lounge in the 
Campus Center. Students paid a $1 
entrance fee to compete for a gold, 
silver or bronze medal to adorn 
their own respective kingdoms. 
To tournament participants, 
chess is much more than stealing a 
few plastic men from the other side. 
It means war. 
He's been pla.ying for about 10 
years and said once a player gets 
through the first nine moves or so, 
then the real thinking begins. The , 
entire idea behind the game is to 
look for a better opportunity. To ex-
plain this to an amateur, he uses an 
analogy of life. 
"When you get a job, you always 
look for a better one," he said. 
"When you get "into a school you 
always [try] to_get better grades. It's 
the same way in chess. When you 
[have] a good position; you always 
have to make it better." 
For junior Evan.Suma, Friday was 
the first time he had heard about be-
ing able to play competitively on 
campus. Suma is a devoted chess 
player, having played since his 
grandfather taught him 13 years ago. 
"It is probably the quintessen-
tial battle of the mind," Suma said. 
"There's so much complexity 
and so much strategy. You can 
learn the rules , but it takes a 
lifetime to master." 
So what's Suma's secret? Go on 
the offensive immediately. 
"It· throws a lot of people off-
guard if you go really aggressive at 
the beginning," he said. "They don't 
know how to , cope with that." 
"I come here, and I'm a gener-
al leading an army_ - an army of 
wtµte, •: said Klimek. 
lri a traditional game of chess, 
the white side has the first move ad-
vantage, making that player the of-
fensive. Black is defensive, which 
involves anticipating the other 
player's next move. 
COURTESY OF PATTY LIN 
TESTING THEIR SKILLS, juniors Steve Mallory, left, and Bogdan Szabo-Camerm~n compete in the sec-
ond game of the chess tournament held Friday. Mallory went on to win the tournament. 
But whether a player likes to fun at the same time." Suma said he was grateful he 
Klimek enjoys chess and is 
also an avid ultimate Frisbee play-
er. He said the two games are, in re-
,ality, the same.- his 
or her own meth ology behind 
playing. For Georgiev, he .has a spe-
cific method of where to mo.ve the 
first piece on the g~d. 
bring out · 
out "slloji -u 
Gc,oi: · ev said chess has mani 
~ .- - -
"You have strategic players, 
and you have to position them cor-
rectly to score, or in this case, take 
'the)cing," he said. 
out knights, Chow said she was 
just looking for a good time, like 
every time she plays. 
. game is a stress reliever. 
"There's moments when you are 
overwhelmed with work and stress, 
~d this helps you relax.," he said. 
Qub president freshman Kristiyan 
Georgiev said winning,;.depends 
mostly on this mental aspect. 
"E-4 in front of the king or 
D-5," he said. "Depends what 
mood I am in." 
"I'm more about having fun," 
she said. "A setting like this is re-
ally helpful because you can get 
a little bit of practice in and have 
This is why he started the club 
last semester. He wanted to play 
chess but teach others. 
"Ultima~ly, { am glal that I 
·came out today, he said. "It 
shows to me that there are other 
people on this campus that are 
interested in playing chess 
competitively, which the college 
can benefit from." 
·Locals travel to promote nonviolent tactics 
BY VANESSA"SCHNEll)ER 
Staff Writer 
In April 2002 Lisa Guido and Grace 
Ritter felt moved to travel to Palestinian 
territory from their Ithaca homes to provide 
nonviolent resistance. Though there had been 
an attack in the West Bank just five days 
prior, the women were undeterred. 
While they were there~ Guido use4 her 
American status to protect and escort 
Palestinian civilians through the streets and 
Ritter, a former Ithaca College student, 
walked IP miles to the recently bombed 
Jenin refugee <;amp to give aid. 
Ritter, alang with two men and two oth-
er women, encountered numerous Israeli 
soldiers and tanks. Along the walk, soldiers 
arrested the men, while the two women and 
Ritter sat on th~ ground in peaceful protest. 
"We said that we understand if you are go-
ing to have to arrest us, but we would have 
to be dragged away," Ritter said. "We 
weren't leaving." 
The women spoke to the soldiers about 
nonviolence and were eventually released and 
allowed to continue their mission. Guido 
would arrive at the destroyed camp several 
days later. 
Guido, 38, and Ritter, 22, are members of 
the Ithaca Catholic Worker Community, a 
loosely knit group of community members 
working for various social issues including sim-
ple living, free child care for single mothers 
and addressing the root causes of poverty. 
The two women will be returning to Is-
rael and Palestinian territory at the end of 
April to participate in the "Free Vanunu" cam-
paign. The campaign is named after politi-
cal prisoner Mordechai Vanunu, a former Is-
raeli nuclear technician, who was jailed for 
releasing information regarding Israel's se-
COURTESY OF GRACE RITTER 
LOCAL ACTIVIST Grace Ritter holds up a medical relief banner In front of a bombed 
Red Cross_bulldlng In Bethlehem, Israel, when she traveled thereJn_Aprll 200~. 
cret weapons program in 1986. Vanunu will 
complete the last year of his 18-year sentence 
while the two are there. He will be released 
but will be under the watch of the Israeli gov-
ernment to_ prevent further state secrets froµi 
being released. 
Guido and Ritter will be providing sup-
port to make sure Vanunu is escorted safely 
and fairly to his new location. 
The second part of their trip will include 
joining local Palestinian residents in resisting 
the construction of the so-called apartheid wall. 
Israeli officials contend the security fence is 
necessary to prevent future acts of terror. 
But critics believe the wall cuts too far into 
the West Bank, destroying Palestinian agri-
cultural land and preventing Palestinians from 
having a constructive state of their own. 
''There has been an amazing show of non-
violent resistance along the way with 
women and children leading a daily march 
to the construction site, standing in front of 
the bulldozers and holding onto the bulldozers 
as well," Ritter said. 
After returning from their trip in 2002, the 
women found various opportunities to 
speak in college classes and community 
groups about their firsthand civilian experi-
ence in Israel and Palestine. The women hope 
to bring back more perspective to ~isprove 
much of the information broadcast in major 
American news outlets today, which they con-
sider deceptive and unbalanced. 
"The mainstream media is all corporate 
owned," Guido said. "So we are getting the 
news the rich few want us to. hear in order 
to keep us buying." 
Ritter said she also thinks the news aids Is-
raelis in maintaining their military occupation 
of Palestine. 
"To keep this military encampment that 
is Israel going, one of our biggest exports is 
weapons, and the number· one buyer of those 
weapons is Israel," Ritter said. "And so it is 
in the best interest of the corporate media and 
United States government to keep this up." 
Guido also said Palestinian injustices go 
unnoticed in national coverage. 
"Most Palestinians are strangled out of a 
job and strangled out of the opportunity for 
livelihood," she said. ''Their farms are being 
bulldozed to make way for [Israeli] settlements 
and the wall - that is so underreported." 
When Guido and Ritter arrive home, the 
two women also plan to join the Wheels of 
Justice bus tour, a traveling · peace and 
justice group equipped with firsthand 
accounts of Israel, Palestinian territory · and 
Iraq. Traveling in a biodiesel-fueled bus, the 
tour is designed to raise awareness anded-
ucation about the occupation in Palestinian 
territory and Iraq through active nonviolent 
resistance and community building across the 
. country. Wheels of Justice will be coming to 
Ithaca in the fall. 
"It's great as an organizing tool to connect 
with so many people _across the country who 
are working with these issues," Ritter said. 
Both women have various hopes for the fu-
ture of Israel and Palestinian territory. Guido 
would like to see the United States stop giv-
ing_military aid and instead, send humanitar-
ian aid. Ritter hopes for a two-state solution, 
though she said it was not for her to decide. 
"We definitely need to look at our respon-
sibility as Ametjcan citizens," said Ritter. "How 
our everyday actions affect this conflict with 
at least $4 billion in military aid going to 
Israel coming out of the taxpayers' pockets. We 
need to reevaluate where we can resist." · 







China develops taste 
for American culture 
ACCENT THURSDAY, APRIL 15, 2004 
Singer's call .begs for change 
, . 
BY LEE SACKS an observer of the world around 
Staff Writer her and expresses· the injustices 
and evils. Singing about a police 
Pamela Means is a sweet, encounter of racial profiling, 
eute, friendly and talented Means expressed her anger in the 
singer/songwriter. She also de- song "Two Halves." Her forceful 
f i n e s · lytics and emotional guitar play-
hers e 1 f ing complemented each other. Her 
as a powerful strums create a funky yet 
biracial ominous feeling as she tells her-
lesbian feminist activist who self, "I don't need to be pulled 
holds nothing back. Her music over/by a big d--- cop with a bil-
presents attitude, expresses her ly club boner." 
"Keep it real," screamed the shirtless emotion and educates the· igno""' Means invited Tavares on to 
black emcee from the stage, where he rant. Her intense guitar playing stage for the duet as promised. 
was surrounded by dancing ladies. It and soulful voice help show her They began the song guitar-to-:-
was a scene I would expect to· see in the multilayered personality. This guitar, and the musicians 
United States, not China, but this was weekend, accompanied by spe- played on the same wave-
downtown Shanghai, where Chinese and cial · guest Gabriel Tavares, the length. Means stepped to the mi-
Western dubbers had gathered for Boston-based artist returned •to . crophone and began the song 
Thursday's hip-hop night. Ithaca and packed the house "My Love," · a sweet song in 
You see, American influence is above Juna's Cafe. praise of love and expressing the 
sneaking its way into what used to be an Tavares, a solo artist and gui- emotion in poetic lyrics. 
extremely closed and self-centered tarist for the Ithaca band "Plastic The uptempo song brought a 
society. Through powerful business Nebraska," performed a short set guitar solo for Tavares who. 
forces and media such as satellite televi- to open the night. Tav.ares' attitude began to play over Means' 
sion, pirated DVDs and the Interitet, and guitar talents were a perfect strumming chords. With her 
America is closer to China than ever be- opening to the evening. His eyes closed and guitar facing 
fore. Anything from the United States seemingly erratic yet somehow Tavares, Means began to sway to 
seems to be considered a novelty. meticulously ordered guitar the solo as the two kept the 
Basketball is the hot choice on moves created great dynamics, music flowing. 
satellite television, thanks primarily to which stressed his powerful Her set ended with the pow-
an icon of a man with the height of two, lyrics. "Doppel Dream," a song erfully political song, "Amen." 
Yao Ming and his easily recognizable 7 · about the American dream, REBECCA GARDNER/THE ITHACAN The lyrics were a direct punch to 
feet 6 inches. The NJJA all-star questjoned how people became "ACTIVIST ARTIST Pamela Means performs soulful songs to a the government and media 
playing for the Houston Rockets is "divided by the cubical wall." At packed_ house ~t Juna's Cafe on Saturday night. machine in today's America. 
destined to be a case s·tudy ih success- the end of the set, Tavares After a warm-up song, Means "Oprah" on the . same subject. But because of Means' positive 
ful marketing. "Yao" is opening up one expressed what an honor ~twas to turned up the heat. Her next song, Mean·s continued on and.imper- attitude. and belief in the possi-
of the biggest markets in the world for open .for Means and promised a "Truth," .. deµianded audience sonated her accepting father's bility of change, the song ended 
the arrival of NBA. duet later on in the show. members to change the world. comments, but added that her with a positive prayer. She sings, 
As a result, the Houston Rockets are With guitar in hand, Means Her quick and hard guitar playing lesbianism is still not discussed "Divert some of that~ power to 
heading to China · in October to play came from behind a wall and matched with the strength of her in the house. · initiate. some changesr1fqr the 
exhi,bition matches. McDonald's has took to the · makeshift stage. · lyrics felt like a bullet piercing the She then introduced the self- benefit of every future genera- · 
even . signed -up Yao for · their ads. She immediately grabbed the skin of ap~y. "Knowledge is proclaimed "gay song," called "tion." She called out to the 
(Could they be planning a tall BigMing audience's· attention with her gi- power/love is political/ every hour ''Augusta." She prepared her audience to say "anien" and- ,,.. 
burger?) Eating at McDonald's or _ ant Afro and patched-up jeans. we're wasting is critical," she guitar for the song, unclipping "awoman." The crowd · re-.. 
Pizza Hut wirh your family is a ~tatus The nails on her right hand have sang. She powerfully reminded two capos from her microphone sponded happily in a rousing 
:u~~.,J..,.UUi'~~-~·~-~'~liai·~,i,j·l!IM,;e,.. --t--8"~~-6~king~~j;· * -_ li&Ae~ ~tbcu,•!c._'~tn JS:L;, taJld;Jbcdongei:_caeo.AVvered ... cho~ u, "'• 'v~ · · ·· .; · -..; ... ..,-
it was in the United States. and years of playing hard~hitting ammunition." · . . all · s . tir]her encore song, Means 
But wait a minute. I recall there songs has ~orn a hole through Means is open about herself while the second left the first sang something that was, as-she 
being somewhat more to the United her guitar. · Means stepped to the t(? others, even to a room filled string undamped. The song said, "hopeful for the holi-
States than McDonald's, basketball microphone and introduced with strangers, telling the ap- had a sweet melody with gentle days." She . ended with .A'F 
and hip hop, which is the impression left herself to the audience. Her set preciative audience the story of poetic lyrics as Means sang "a Green's song "Let'&.1{-rStay 
by television and advertising. This is opened with her song "Restless." . coming out to her father. She tiny twig snaps then the branch Together." Her soft, sultry 
hopefully where the Internet may Her closed eyes and swaying comically told the audience that breaks/ the very sa~e way the voice left au.dience members 
come in and present itself as a viable al- figur~ · immediately drew the she told her father while tq~y Jiµman ~ ·'.tl®($.-" ~ with smiles_ and a · renewed 
temative medium to shorten. the gap of crowd in. · ·· · were watching an· episode of -., More than anything ~eans is drive·to make a change. 
understanding between the countries. 
Take the other day, when one of my 
Chinese colleagues asked me whether I 
could help her locate and download a new 
television series she'd just heard of -
"South Park." I'm not saying that 
"South Park" will increase understanding 
in the world on its .own, but this exam-
ple shows how the Inte~et has present-
ed an opportunity tp seek innumerable 
sources to help form a more accurate 
picture of the world, even if it's a 
satirical one as seen in "South Park." 
But right now, "keeping it real" as the 
emcee on the hip:.hop night 
suggested isn't always that easy. 
I saw· another peculiar example of 
American influence, when I walked past 
a television and saw ~ Chinese show 
where the host was dressed very 
streetwise, _standing in a set which 
looked conspicuously like an American 
street. He was talking in gr.eat lengths 
in Chinese, .until he walked over to a 
blackboard to lecture the viewers on 
some useful American phrases. He 
pointed to the board and said .. in what 
sounded like a deep Bronx accent, ''Take 
care, dude." 
To sum it all up: Burgers are sold, 
Yao is scoring his field goals, and the 
United States seems like a Magic 
Kingdom of cool. It might seem like 
everyone is taken care of. But what 
about those seeking to dig deeper than 
fast-food and sports? In order to "keep 
it real," China is best off relying on the 
Internet and on television to stay 
streetwise. So from da Chinese eastside, 
"Later, dude." 
Christian Thorki.ldsen is a foreign 
exchange student studying in China. 
E-mail him at cthorki.J@ithaca.edu. 
DisCorclant ditties ·. 
Bands latest is ·hard .to hear but worth a listen 
BY MIKE NAGEL 
Senior Writer 
It doesn't get much more anti-pop than 
Modest Mouse's "Good News. For People 
Who Love Bad 
News." The disc, 
devoid of any inter-
nal commonality, is 
a mish-mash of 14 
. raw, discordant· 
songs. But because 
Music RP.view 
**112 
"Good News for 
People who Love 
Bad News·· 
of its complete disregard for melodic liter-
acy, the album holds just enough magnetism 
to keep the listener interested. 
Modest Mouse's first record since its 2001 
semi-hit, "Everywher~ and His Nasty Parlour 
Tricks," was probably written under the in-
fluences of LSD, cocaine and methamphet-
amines. Lead singer and guitarist Isaac Brock 
· claims to be fed up with all three in the song 
"The Good Times are Killing Me," but since 
it's the album's last track, it's safe to assume 
there was quite a bit of illegal substance mis-
use during the . writing and recording 
process - at least enough for Brock to get 
tired of using. Judging by his work, it prob-
ably took a lot. 
The Dirty Dozen Brass Band, which 
appears a couple times on "Good News," kick 
off the album with a blast of horns that's just 
slightly off from being a complete chord. This 
perfectly segues into Modest Mouse's off-kil-
ter music. The guitars are slightly out of tune, 
and the picking is rudimentary, a la Pavement. · 
And .Brock's voiee is reminiscent of either 
a feltne's 2 a.m. cat~rwaulhig or a cross be-
tween a· stoned Les· Claypool and Gordan. 
Gano. ,Neither one is going to get Brock into 
the Harlem:Boys Choir, much less make .any 
Modest Mouse song catchy. But the· band 
seems OK with it. It's more interested in mak-
ing so~s that sound c~l than ones that are 
cool to sing along with. 
Bassist Eric Judy carries the first tune, '"The . 
World At Large," by plunking on a Mellotron. 
Flutes, strings .and drums drift in through a 
· haze, as if another band's next-door recording • 
session spilled over. Brock sings like he's recit-
ing a happy nursery rhyme. "The days get' 
· shorter and the nights get cold/I like the au-
tumn but this place is getting old," he muses. 
The closest Modest Mouse comes to hint-
ing at easy listening.is on its first single, "Float 
On," but even that's a stretch. Dann Gallucci 
bangs out a marching beat on his drum kit. 
Brock barks out near-unintelligible lyrics while 
the rest of the band chants, "And we-'11 all float 
on/All ·tjght, already/And we'll all · float · 
on/Okay, don't worry we'll all float on/Even 
if things get heavy" in Marine corps-style call-
and-response. 
At times, it seems like Modest Mouse in-
tentionally tries to sound as weird as possible. 
For example, "Bukowski" starts out loping, 
with a little slow-jazz swing to its stride, as if 
emanating from the smoky basement of a dingy 
nightclub. And then a banjo drops in, followed 
by Brock's mocking, galloping voice, stutter-
stepping the song in an entirely different di-
COURTESY OF EPIC RECORDS 
BAD NEWS for pop fanatics: Modest 
Mouse's latest Is far from easy llstenlng. 
rection. For good measure, the band threw in 
a little accordion from a Parisian sidewalk: cafe 
toward the end. 
To make its credo of oddity complete, 
Modest Mouse follows "Bukowski" up 
with a Klezmer-ish tune, 'This Devil's Work-
shop." Brock, accompanied· by oompah's 
from The Dirty Dozen Brass _Band, growls 
"All those people that you know floatin' in 
the river are logs/So I ate the wedding cake 
'til the whole damn thing was gone." It's so 
random, that it's impossible not to want to 
give it a second listen. 
"Good News For People Who Love Bad 
News" is not an album to put on as back-
ground music. It makes heads hurt a bit to 
listen to. That seems to be the general idea, 
though. Modest Mouse wants to react 
against pop music, weird people out, have 
some fun, make semi-coherent noise and then 
pass out somewhere. to sleep it off. 
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Dance fu~es div·erse· styles 
BY EMILY MILLER 
Staff Writer 
Audience members at the State Theatre . 
experienced dance in a 
fresh and captivating form 
Friday night. Cornell's 





umba, meaning "freedom to create" in Kiswahili, 
performed and impressed a modest crowd with its 
versatility and personal interpretation of diverse 
genres of dance and music. Uhuru Kuumba per-
formed IO pieces that incorporate'd African, jazz, 
hip-hop, modem and ballet ·styles of dance. 
The show began with a piece called "Straight 
from the Motherland," in which barefoot dancers 
demonstrated their fluency in African dancing to 
the sounds of beating drums. This piece 
included jumps, spirited arm movements, claps and 
yells and proved to be ~ dynamic way to begin. 
. A smoky nightclub scene followed as 
dancers performed to "A Lovely Way to Bum," 
a jazz piece sung live by a sleek woman who 
stood off on. the side of the stage. The female 
dancers, wearing flowers in their hair, fishnet 
tights and red sparkling garter belts, danced with 
men in unbuttoned dress shirts and black pants. 
They danced seductively and tastefully portrayed -
sexual innuendoes through lifts and spins. They 
used chairs as props and snapped their fingers in 
a mysterious performance. The piece contrasted 
PHOTO COURTESY OF RICHETTA COELHO, ETHOS YEARBOOK, CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
UHURU KUUMBA MOVED elega_ntly with the music at the State Theatre on Friday night. 
sharply with the previous dance,_..but it demon- mented the dancing. When the song broke down 
strated the group's ability to switch seamlessly toonly.afewinstruments,thepiecechangedtoonly 
among various styles of dance.- a few dancers. As the music looped, the two danrers 
"African Motown" elicited cheers from the looped, repeating the same twirls. Unfortunately, 
crowd. The ensembl~ performed to the Diana Ross . the music began skippin_g and the piece-Stopped in . 
song "He Lives in You." The music started with the middle be • ;. ,ffedmical Wfficulties. 
until, at (tle end, they joined together. This dance 
was overt in its objective, which was to demon-
strate the acceptance of all dance forms. While the 
performance -provided ·an interesting setting, the 
message would have been more· striking if it had 
been exec:uted in. a more subtle manner. 
the quiet plll;cking of a string instrument As.;the • ~r ':The focal point of the performance was a piece 
rhythm quickened, the ~ ,moved smoothly . danced to Lauryn Hill'·s "Water." The so~g was 
from calm to fast aad..--evoked feelings of spiritu- simple and pure, with Hill's voice accompanied 
ality, ,an<f catharsis. The dancers used their entire by a steel-stringed acoustic guitar. Like the music, 
bodies to make contracting and releasing move- the dancing was modest and quiet in its beauty. 
Between each dance, two hosts entertained the 
crowd while the dancers changed costumes. They 
were lively and encouraged audience interaction. 
However, they ultimately gave the program a dis-
jointed feel which made it. difficult to look at ·the 
ents. The powerful piece culminated with a sin- Juxtaposing flexep poses with more balletic 
gle female dancer c;,nstage, · · on the oot . mo¥ · 
pieces in rel~n w ~h other:·. 
drenched in crimson Ii · , am , ent- atitwim"" 
dancers surrounded her like spirits and carried her 
offstage .. Tois dance resonated with the audience. 
1be second half of the show commenced with 
"Hi&len f I rjs 'Jf the Caribbean" as~ performers 
salsa danced to sle I darns. 1be music comple-
.: 0 
audience1to enter ,into the dancers' own worlds of 
movem~nt and feeling. . 
The show ended with a piece called "Hip Hop 
Star," with music by Beyonce. A group of ballet 
dancers had a dance-off with the ~p-hop dancers 
poorly organired. Nonetheless, the group's talent 
displayed the dancers' exceptional capacity to ~se 
different cultures and styles of dancing and to high-
light each of their personal relationships with dance 
and with the music . 
. 'The AI_afuo~ chooses.facts over drama 
BY MATT HUNTLEY 
Staff Writer 
In the realm of epic historical 
pictures, ''The Alamo" gets the job 
done. It brings to life one of the most 
famous standoffs in America's 
history. 
As a genre 
picture, it rises 
above the aver-
age. It doesn't 




height of Mel Gibson's brutally 
staged, battle-driven "Braveheart" 
or Steven Spielberg's emQtionally 
overwhelming "Saving Private 
Ryan." Luckily enough, however, the 
film cjoesn 't come close to the 
atrocious "Pearl Harbor." 
"The Alamo" concentrates 
mostly on historical accuracy, 
telling the audience what happened 
when and how. It's like an engag-
ing history textbook. But it's also 
entertaining. 
A& the film opens, titles inform the 
audience that the Alamo in San 
Antonio, Texas, was the epicenter of 
a brewing revolution. 
One of the film's best assets is 
how it dwells on the development of 
American and Mexican armies' 
strategies rather than the execution of 
them. 
The film doesn't take sides. Instead 
it shows how both Americans and 
Mexicans made decisions that cost 
many men their lives but not 
necessarily their pride. 
Set amidst the Texas revolution 
in 1836, the film stars Billy Bob 
Thornton as the legendary Davy 
Crockett, who, :viewers learn, 
prefers to be called David. General 
COURTESY OF TOUCHSTONE PICTURES 
TEXANS AND TEJANOS, led by Sam Houston (Dennis Quaid), fight 
Mexico's Santa Anna's forces In the siege of the Alamo. 
Sam Houston (Dennis Quaid), Jim 
Bowie (Jason . Patric), Colonel 
William Travis (Patrick Wilson) 
and, 183 Texans and . Tejanos 
(Texas-born Mexicans) join him in· 
defending Texas against the Mexi-
can dictator Antonio Lopez de 
Santa Anna (Emilio Echeverria) 
and 2,000 of his troops. 
"We're going to need more 
men," Crockett says. That would be 
an understatement. 
Unlike recent Hollywood histor-
ical dramas such as "Cold Moun-
tain," "The Alamo" cares more 
about evoking history than drama-
tizing and romanticizing it. The film 
doesn't· paint its opposing sides in 
black and white. While co-screen-
writer and director John Lee Han.: 
cock devotes more .screen time to the 
Americans, he doesn't overlook 
the Mexicans' viewpoint. 
Hancock's handling of the film is 
simiJar to the way Roger Donaldson 
directed '"lbirteen Days," which was 
about the standoff between the 
United States and the Soviet Union 
during the Cuban Missile Crisis. 
Like that film, this is a smart 
historical action picture that 'takes 
time to develop. It doesn't rush · 
things. It doesn't bother with fast-
paced editing · or chaotic battle 
scenes. The film allows viewers to 
observe the Americans and Mexi-
cans as they wait for each . 
other to -take action. 
The actors fill their roles the way 
history expects them to. Wilson and 
Patric deliver hard, convincing 
performances as men who possess 
less-than-perfect human values. 
Bowie suffers from typhoid 
pneumonia and is therefore unable 
to fight. Travis, recently divorced, 
has problems with being loyal, 
stepping aside and letting others take 
over. 
However, the film doesn't conjure 
up easy answers or sappy emotional 
bonds. Instead it studies the charac-
ters and ·their situations. 
There's also an intriguing 
supporting character named Juan 
Seguin (Jordi Molla), a Tejano who 
the film should have devoted more 
time to. It would have been interest-
ing to examine his possible conflicts 
of interest as a Mexican fighting for 
the Americans. Even though the 
film tells the audience what happened 
to him after the battle, _his character 
seems wasted.· 
The last quarter of the movie is 
devoted to the inevitable battle that 
took place· in San Antonio, where 
Santa Anna and his forces seired the 
Alamo. The film ends with the 
Battle of San Jacinto, where 
Houston's army eventually overtook 
Santa Anna's forces. Unlike 
"Saving Private Ryan" and 
"Braveheart," "The Alamo" doesn't 
get hung up on blood and guts. 
Dean Semler's cinematogra-
phy paints a picture of what the . 
scenes may have looked like in 
wide shots. The audience gets a· 
distanced perspective from the 
action. 
Hancock's objective here is to have 
viewers learn something before they 
walk out of the theater, not to have 
them covering their eyes. Viewers will 
remember "The Alamo." 
"The Alamo" was written by, 
Leslie Bohem, directed by John Lee 
Hancock and produced by Todd Hal-
lowell. 
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Event of the week 
Sunday is Holocaust Memorial 
Day. Stop by the North Foyer 
to see the display. 
Today 
2004 Senior Student Exhibition - 10 
a.m. to 6 p.m. at the Handwerker Gallery, 
opening reception ·at 5 p.m. Exhibit rims 
through May 16. · 
Biology Honors Symposium - 4 p.m. in 
CNS 112. -
Out of the Closet and Onto the Screen 
Film Series - "Sambai Belacan" and 
"Fated to be Queer" at 7 p.m. in Textor 
103. 
Orgullo Latino J:nd of Semester Party -
9 p.m. in Emerson Suite B, Campus 
. Friday 
Center. 
Last day to withdraw with ••w" and 
revoke PASS/FAIL In block II courses 
Current Topics In. Finance - Presented 
by Robert Lewis at 8 a.m. in Smiddy 109. 
Daytime TV Drama Q & A Session - Bob 
Scinto '68, director of "All My Children," at. 4 
p.m. in Park 220. 
Live Hip Hop Ft. ModHled Black Style -
7 p.m. in the Pub, Campus Center 
Ithaca College Vocal Jazz Ensemble -
Saturday ·· 
8:15 p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
SK Running for a Wish - 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m. on the Track and Ca~pus Roads. 
Natlonal Saxophone Quartet - 4 p.m. in 
Hockett Family Recital Hall, Whalen • 
Center. 
lthacappella Concert - 7 p.m. in 
Emerson Suites. Free admission. 
Ithaca College Hands of Praise Signing 
Choir - 8 p.m. at First Presbyterian · 
Church. 
Ithaca's #1 Art Supply 
Store 
Located at the Pyramid Mall 




MEGHAN MAZELLNTHE ITHACAN 
FRESHMEN ALISON LANI, left, and Allee Pencavel pretend to be children playing 
with ants In the dirt In a skit with the Acahtl Players Tuesday night In the Pub. 
. Community 
"Looking Good In Print and on the Web" _ 
Graphic Deslgn _WO{kshop - 9:30 a.m. at 
the Women's Community Building. Call 
272-1247 to register. 
Cultlvatlng Strong Media Relations - -
10:30 a.m. at the Women's Community 
Building. Call 272-1247 to register. 
Bowl for Kids' Sake - Sponsored by the 
CU and IC Bigs organizations. Ail day at 
Newman Bowling Lanes, Cornell University. 
Sunday 
Holocaust Memorial Day Display - All 
day in the North Foyer, Campus Center. 
Ithaca College Choir and Madrigal 
Singers - 3 p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen 
Center. 
Monday 
ICES Solar Panel Demo - Noon at the 
Free Speech Rock. 
"Global Citizenship and Democracy: A 
South African Perspective" :..... Presented 
by Dr. Jairam Reddy at 7 p.m. in Park 
Auditorium . 
Graduate Recital - Cayenna Ponchione, 
marimba, at 8:15 p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen 
Center. · 
Elective Recltal - Jared Green, guitar, at 
9 p.m. in Nabenhauer Recital Room, 
Whaleri Center. 
Tuesday · 
Compost Teach-In -:-- Presented by Mark 
· Darling through ICES at noon in Clark 
Lounge, Campus Center. 
Colloquium: "The Invention of the 
Environment In France: Two c-
Studles" - , Presented by Florian Charvolin 
at 12:1 o p.m. in Clark L~unge, Campus 
Center. 
Habitat for Humanity Auction - 6 p.m. in 
the Pub, Campus Center. 
Graduate Recltal ·- Jeffrey Otto, percus-
sion, at 7 p.m. in Hockett Family Recital 
Hall, Whal.en Center. 
Dancing the Journey - 8 p.m. in Hoerner 
Theatre. 
Ithaca College Women's ·chorale - 8:15 
Finger Lakes Dermatology 
ACCEPTING .NEW PATIENTS 
Pamela L. Foresman, M.D. 
Jeffrey R. LaDuca, PhD., M.D. . 
Offerlng·BOTOX Injections, Chemical '?eels, Laser Surgery 
and Skin Care Products 
(BOTOX® and BOTOX® Cosmetics are trademark owned by Allergan, Inc.) 
General Dermlltology, Dermatologlc Surgery, Coametlc Dermatology 
100 Genesee St., Suite 108, Auburn- (315) 252-7539 
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p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
Wednesday 
School of Music Honors Convocation -
10 a.m. in Hockett Family Recital Hall, 
Whalen Center. 
Wednesday Coffee Hour - 1 O a.m. in 
McDonald Lounge, Campus Center. 
Gerontology Institute Workshop Serles 
- 1 :30 p.m. in Clark Lounge, Campus 
Center. 
Graduate Recital - Scott Donnelly, guitar, 
at 7 p.m. in Hockett Family RecitafHall, 
Whalen Center . 
ICES Environmental FIim and Speaker 
Serles - 7 p.m. in Clark Lounge, Campus 
Center. 
Ithaca College ·Chamber Orchestra -
8:15 p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
Community 
Leadership IV Program - "Emotional • 
Intelligence and Leadership Development," 
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the LaTourelle 
Country Inn. 
Calming the Chaos: Journaling to 
Slmpllfy-your Life - 6:30 p.m. at the 
Women's Community.Building. Call 272-
124 7 to register. "· · · . 
' I 
Not all Ithaca College 
events are I isted 
in the calendar. 
Send information to The 
Ithacan, 
269 Roy H. Par!< Hall, Ithaca 
College, by Monday at 5 p;m~ 
For mOJ;s information,:.call 
Calendac Manager Ana Liss at 
274-3208orfax at 274-1565. 
f;& 
· Weekly Evening 
Schedule 
All Angles Panorama 
Monday, 7:30 Sunday, 7 
Wednesday, 8:30 Tuesday, 7:30 
Thursday, 9 Wednesday, 7:30 
Backsta~ Quabble 
Sunday, 6:30 Sunday, 8:30 
Monday, 9 Tuesday, 9 
· Thursday, 7 Wednesday, 7:30 
~ondthe Screening Room 
hords Monday, 8:30 
Sunday, 7:30 Wednesday, 8 
Tuesday, 6:30 Thursday, 8:30 
Wednesday, 7 
Thirty Minutes 
College Feud Sunday, 10:30 
Tuesday, 7 Monday, 10 
Thursday, 7:30 Wednesday, 
10:30 
Frequency 
Top Shelf Su":ra through 
Thu y,9:30 Monday, Tuesday 
and Thursday, 
Ithaca Sports 10:30 
Weekly 
Sunday, 9 Upstate RNllty 
Monday, 6:30 Monday,8 
Newswatch16 
Thursday, 6:30 
Sunday, Tuesday YaThlnkYou 
and Thursday, 8 KnowSporla 












Make Money taking Online 
Surveys . . 
Earn $10-$125 for Surveys. 




$250 a day potential. 
Local positions. 
1-800-293-3985 ext. 299. 
Get Paid For Your Opinions 
Earn $15-$125 and more 
per survey! 
www.paidonlinesurveys.com. 
EARN $300-$500+ per week PIT 
Work from your dorm. 
All training provided. 
www.dvdmonster.biz/superagent 
Call Peter at 315-729-1359. 
TOP BOYS SPORTS CAMP IN . 
MAJNE1 
PLAY & COACH SPORTS -
HAVE FUN - MAKE$$ 
Positions Still Available: BASE-
BALL, BASKETBALL, SOCCER, 
LACROSSE, HOCKEY, WATER-
SKIING, SWIM-WSI, SAILING, 
HIKING', OVERNIGHT CAMP- · 
ING, ROCK CLIMBING, wooo~ 
WORKING, ARTS & CRAFTS. 
TOP SALARIES, Free 
Room/Board, Travel -Allowance. 
Apply online ASAP: . 
www.campcoboossee.com 
or call 800-473-6104. 
Local mom looking for a rWiPORsf.. 
ble college student to baby-sit for 
my two children; flexible hours; 
own car preferred; summer hours 
FLVailable. Contact Kelly 
257-0095. 
T rdvei 
F\orida only $69 one-way1 all 
~. taxes included. Mexico/Caribbean 
. $125 each way, all taxes 
includeQ. cotOpe $169 one way. 
Otherwotldwk:f~ s 




Coach's Driving schooCOver 
-20,000 students, private lessons 
with pick up and drop off, fine 
tuning for road test. 272-4473. 
For Rent 
120 James St. 
3 & 4 Bedroom Apartments 
Close to Commons & IC. 
Fully Furnished, Free Parking, 
Washer & Dryer in Apartment, 
Kitchen with Dishwasher & 
Microwave, 
Private Outside Deck, · 
Professional Management, 
Pets Welcome. 
Rents from $390/Rm. + Utilities. 
Call 257-4557. 
NEED A BIG HOUSE? 
We've got houses of all sizes! 
THOUSANDS OF PROPERTIES. 
AVAILABLE. STOP IN OR HOP . 
ONLINE TO COMPARE. . 
Housing Solutions 
MAKING LIFE EASIER 
SINCE 1991. 
272-6091*103 Dryden Road 
www.housingsolutions.com 
4 bdrm. apt. 3 blocks to Commons 
orf State Street. Furnished. Trash, 
water, septic incl. Large living + 
dining room, storage. Laundry. 
$1,460/mo. Tel. 607-327-131.4. 
3 Bdrm. House. 3 blocks to 
Commons on Aurora Street. Incl. 
parking, laundry. Furnished. 
Trash incl. $1, 185/mo. 
Tel. 607-327-1314 . . _. , 
On lake furnished 4 bedroom 
house. to-month lease. 
2 bedroom apartment, 
unfurnished, close to downtown. 
. 273-3931. . 
For Rent For Rent 
Graduation Rental 2004-2005 
Newly renovated on Cayuga 1006 1/2 N. Cayuga St. 
Lake. 4 bedroom, 2 1 /2 baths, 1 + bedrooms, carpeted, dish-: 
fully equipped kitchen. Spacious washer, 2 porches, backyard, 
living area. Large deck, dock. Call dining room, $605 per month, 
607-387-5646. plus utilities. 607-279-3090. 
COMMONS WEST Available graduation weekend. 
DOWNTOWN BEST Gracious and cQmfortable. 
Luxury Studio 1, 2, & 3 ~rooms. . 3 bedroom house @ very desir-
lntercom, laundry, elevator. able downtown location. 
Call 273-9462. Call 277-3929 for info. 
HOUSESI Available 2004-2005 school 
MANY 5+BDRMs STJLL 6 bed 3 bed o 
AVAIL.ABLE! BEAUTIFUL y~r bedroo'::~Furn·1s;e3,m, 
HOUSES! CLOSE TO CAMPUS! washer/dryer, parking, 
HUNDREDS OF UNITS! . _ dishwasher. . . 
· WE HAVE THE LARGEST One block from Commons. 
· PROPERTY DATABASE IN Call Neal @ 272-2696. 
· ITHACA. UPDATED DAILY! 
.GET IN BEFORE IT'S TOO NEW MINI STUDIOS 
LATE! WE'RE ITHACA'S #1 . On the Ithaca Commons. TV 
SOURCE FOR RENTALS! lounge, laundry, near everything. 
272-6091*103 Dryden Road $400 and up. 273-9462. 
www.housingsolutions.com. · 
Two bedroom apartments-
Twehty-two Windows, 2 bed- South HIii and Downtown. 
room, eat-in kitchen, hardwood lioga Street, litus Avenue, 
· floors, includes major utilities, fur- Spencer Street, south Aurora 
· nished, laundry, off-street Street and Seneca Street. 
parking. 273-9300. Hardwood floors, 
Ithaca Solar Townhouses, . laundry and privacy. 
warm/cozy 4 bedroom townhouse Many unique features. Leases 
suites, fireplace, bright, 2 baths, . starting in June, July or August.-
beautifully furnished, computer Visit Pf>MJ;iQ~-~m. · 
desks, new, ,plush. carpetinjl, off- · - ---.:::--.~ .. ~t--::!'l . .,,r,. .,... .. ~-· ..... _ ------,,.. ----
street parkjpg, right ,,._cam,.' - · 5 bedroom house washer/dryer 
• pus. 'For a showing, call $345/person. Utilities. Separate 
.· · · 273-9300 or view online at: off-street parking. 
www.lthacaEstatesRealty.com. Being renovated. Available . 
starting Aug. 1 . .Dan 592-146p. · 
Studio and one-bedrooms 
available in August. One block. 
from.'Commons. " , ~---' · 
.Fumi~w Id '.c. .· 
'";, -~. ~ .•-~- ~ ~ 
1, 2, & 3 Bedroom Apartments Aurora Street 
Close to Downtown and 'lthaca . Three apartment!!, in the same . 
C9llege , . • - . : ., house. Can be rented. as 2 beQ-. 
· Parking, Laundry, Rent Includes ·room apt., 5 bedroom apt., or 7 
HEAT! bedroom apt. Heat included. 
CSP Management 607-277-6961 Avail~e Aug. 15, 2004. 
or po@cspmanagement.com. · Call 272~,1J}44. 
Gr~duatlo~ Adc~;:,iri~{to'ns · ~- · ,,. . GRADUATIPN· HOUSING I 
- ' ·The hOtelawe all booked, but 
3 queen beds and 1 do~ble bed we stnu,avtl'OPTIONS for you I 
Do~ntown_ on bus hne. Exclusive houses and 
Free parking. Minutes to campus. apartments available : . - . 
$1,250. Thurs.-Sun. ONLY.through us. . . 
607-273-BOB2. Housing Solutions can help. 
523 E. State - large 1 bedroom 
($570); 4 .bedroom ($380/per) 2 
full baths, 2 glass-enclosed . 
porches - parking available. 
273-1447. 
Vista Circle Apartments 
1, 2, & 3 Bedroom Townhouses 
Furnished/Unfurnished, 
Spacious, Carpeted/HW Floors, 
Private, Street Parking. 
CSP Management 277-6961 or 
info@cspmanagement.com. 
ONE LARGE BEDROOM 
BASEMENT APT. 
Furnished. Large closet. Washer 
and dryer. Parking. Half-mile to 
IC. S~parate entrance. $525 · 
month. Includes all 10-mo. lease. 
Please call 277-2568. · 
Graduation and Alumni 
Weekends 
Fully Furnished 3 Bedroom 
• • House 
Sleeps 6 comfortably, 
just 10 minutes to IC. 
Nice quiet location. 
CSP Management 607-277.:6961 
or info@cspmanagement.com. 
FOR. RENT Graduation w/e · 
Elegant home on Cayuga Lake. 
Sleeps up to 10 in bedroom w/3 
full baths, fully equipped kitchen, 
gas grill on huge deck ove.rlook-
ing lake & lg. dock on 100 ft. 
lakefront, park at door. Video 
available. Call owner 
301-983-9526 .· 
b.snyder1@comcast.net. 
3, 4, and 5 Bedroom Houses. 
Walking distance t~ IC. 
can 279-6052. 
272-6091*103 Dryden Road · 
www;housingsolutions.com 
918 Danby Road, fabulous 4 
bedroom townhouse, nicely fur-
nished, 3 baths, computer desks, 
fireplace, off-street parking, walk 
· to campus. For a l>howing, call 
227-1076 or 273-9300 
rental office. 
Furnished houses and apart-
ments walklng distance tc:s IC. 
272-1115. 
Say goodbye to high heating 
bllls. 
Most of our apartments include 
free heat provided by the land-
lord. Some have all utilities 
included! Check our Web site: 
PPMhomes.com. 
. RENTAL HOUSING 
lthacaEstatesRealty.com 
273-9300 
Now Leasing BRAND NEW 
2-4 bedrooms, 3-4 baths, 
multi-level house, with large 
game room, laundry, fireplace, 
2-car garage, patios and decks 
with gorgeous views. 
Professionally landscaped. 
2,500-3,500 square feet. 
· $1,800-$2,400. · . 
~ ****:•************* .. *** 
NEW UNIQUE bi-level 
townhou~e, furnished 3 bed-
rqoms, 2 baths. 1 block to 
Commons and.laundry. Desks, 
·storage and free off-street park-
_ ing,· Favorite IC location! . • 
$1, 100/month plus utilities. 
*********'fr**********":** 
For More Information please call 
Jason ?56-1081 or _Heritage Park 
Town Homes, Inc. 277-6260. 
For Rent 
Ont Bedroom, fum·ished, bright, 
warm, close to IC, off-street 
parking. 237-9300. 
Huds.on Heights Studio 
Apartments next to IC, 10- & 12-
month leases, furniture, utilities, 
parking, garbage and recycling 
• · inc. On-site laundry. 
Call 273-8473. 
A very nice studio apt on Hudson 
St. for rent the Aug. 1 . Please call 
· after 2 p.m. 272-5210. 
3 bedroom apt. 1 1 /2 stories, 
washer/dryer, deck, yard, parking. 
. Available Aug. 04. $1,400 plus. 
W. King Rd. 607'.'279-3931. 
· GREAT Locations 
3, 4, 6 or 8 bedroom h.ouses 
with free. parklr,g and laundry. 
Free wireless Internet access, 
big rooms. . · 
Call Mike 273-4430: 
Rent early and Savel 
Short walk to Ithaca College 
lovely 2 ·bedrqom apt. on 
Pennsylvania Ave. Clean, quiet, 
furnished, heat and private 
parking included. 
Only $395 each. 
277-0983. 
· Spaeious 3 bedrOQm apt. Walk to 
· Commons. LaundrQmat around 
the comer, on-street parking. _, · 
$385 per month. Includes heat, · 
w,ater, gas. Large living room, 
. deck, large ldtchen. Call Christian 
at 203-641-2332. 
ACCESS self-:-storage summer 
stora rental. 257-6490 or 
'· · @~ss-self- · 
315-17 Hillview Pl. 4-5 person 
house. Furnished. Free off-stre.et 
parking. Available Aug. 15, 2004. 
Call 273-5370. 
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For Rent 
NEW, NEW, NEWI!! 
85 LUXURY APTS 
Studio, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 BRs 
AT RENTS YOU CAN AFFORD. 
BRAND NEW FOR 2004 
Big.Rooms 
Very High Ceilings 
You control heat and A/C 
__Jjve-in superintendent 
. Exquisite Stµdios from $595 
On-site parking only $50/month. 
City view 
288 S. Aurora St. 
273-9462. 
2004-05 Studio Furnished, over-
looking 6 Mile Creek, on-street 
parking, close to IC, washer+ 
dryer. 209 Giles St. 
$545 includes alL 279:.3090. 
6-bedroom near bottom of East 
Hill. Large, old house. $325 each 
-plus ut. 272-1870. 
LAKE: 04-05 academfc year. 4 . 
bdrm.,, furnished, carpetirig, appli-
~mces, fireplace, deck, ·dock. Start 
late Alig. $1,500+. 277-3370. 
4 bedroom townhouse 212. GilJs 
St. Furnished;· free laundry and· 
trash collection. $1,200 per mo. 
272-1870. 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE. Furnished, 
2 bath d/w, w/d, deck. Avail. 
8/1/04 .. Call for ~ppt. 
· 227-9003:' . · 
AURORA STREET 
2 blocks to Commons. Huge, 
. bri~ht 3 & 4 bedrooms. New 
· kitchens w/dishwashers. 
· Furnished, iaundry, porch. Many 
window$, bus at comer . . 
· - :---: 273-94§2. ' 
NEWLY BUILT 3.BEDROOM . 
LOG CABIN available-for.gradua-
ti.on or. ariy other time; gas fire-
place, loft, 2 bathrooms, country 
setting. CALL FOR MORE 
.INFQRMATION .. 607~5-~~ 7?19. 
,,~'! • " ~~J;La~~DOUSEJ 
.· ..... ,. . . . 3/4 bedrnnm · 
• ·1 • ~2' mi:,downto~n 
, 2 & ,4 bedroom apts W8$btridryer 
near ButtermOk Falls State Parks. 
.,,_ $750-$1,400 plus. Availab.le May 
. •
1'=':04. 6.07-279-3931. Lots of-
- · -yard and parking: , .. $1,000 for grad weekend 
BBQ, dock, H Tub. 
27~-4675. . 
· COUNTRY GARDENS 1, 2, 3 
and 4 bedrooms with deck and 
views. a-minute drive up to 
Cornell. Low rent includes heat, 
hot water; parking & garbage. 
2r3-9462. 
Spacious 3 bedrooms, 1 1 /2 bath-
room, townhouses 
Unfurnished $975, furnished 
$1,125 Includes, Washer/Dryer in 
Each Unit, Parking & Trash 
Removal! CSP Management 
at 277-69(>1 or 
lnfo@cspmanagement.com. 
Available .2004-2005 school year 
6 bedroom - 3 bedroom -
2 bedrooms. Furnished, 
washer/dryer, parking, dishwasher. 
.One block from Commons. 
Call Neal @ 272-2696. 
Fully furnished large one bed-
room apartment close to Pyr~_rQ.id 
. Mall. Laundry, dishwasher:·rieal, 
air conditioning included·. . i 
Dump$ter on site. Must see. . 
Call 257-0586 or e-mail 
. - - ~lae1@aol.com. 
Newly Renovated! 
· 2 S.-room,Townhouses · 
Co!'venlently Located on 
. · . South HIii. . 
Avalla~le for 2004/2005 
-. . $Chool Year. 
New Furniture! Double Beds! 
Laundry in Each Unit! Parking, 
Trash Removal & Private 
. · Balconies! 
CSP Management at 277-6961 
or info@cspmanagement.com. 
4 bedr6cim 3 bath house for rent. 
Sleeps 6. HQt tub. No smoking. 
Off Rt. 13 North. · 
$5003 nights+ dep. 
607-347~4427 J~mie. • 
Three/Four bdrm. spacious town-· · South Hill :....,. s. Aurora St,. 3'bec;t-
houses w/parking, wash/dry, room furnished apts, Newltren9-
dishwasher, balconies. -vated: 272-3389 or 533-66.31./ 
10-112-mo. lease. ~ · · · ~. · · 
Call 273-8576. 
On The Commons, Large 3 
bedroom. Furnished heat 
included. 272-7441. 
Spring 1 b.edroom. Close to 
Commons, parking, near l~undry 
and store. $465. Cute. Pets OK. · 
. 227-1514. 
" . 
3 to 6 bedroom houses for rent. 
Furnish~. Close to IC.' 
273-4211. 
GRAND VICTORIAN MANSION 
One block to Commons 
. completely refTlodeled, top quality 
rooms with mini-kitchen, 9 new 
baths, largi( TV room, laundry. 
- $345 and up. 273-9462. 
Sublet 
Studio apt. for sublet 5/17-8/14 . 
$460/month, inc. all utilities on , 
· South Hill, free parking. Call Kelli 
· . @:607-645-0492. 
,' 
21 o w. Spencer St. by The 
Commons 
· $365/mq.1 May 16-Aug 15. . , 
For m'or~ ipfo··call (917)'9~2-4981 . 
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DILBERT : BY SCOTT ADAMS 
THIS IS THE DOGBERT 
RESEARCH COMPANY. 
HAVE YOU EVER BEEN 
KILLED BY A POORLY 
DESIGNED PRODUCT? 
... N.0? 
MY TAINTEQ RESEARCH 
SHOLJS THAT YOUR 
PRODUCTS HAVEN 'T 
KILLED ANYO~E. 
i t FOR AN EXTRA 
;. $50,000, I CAN . 
.ll CALL A SECOND • 11-
g PERSON . 
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WE NEED To GET \ov , l THE MEDIA, Lt KE re 
ON TV TO PUBLICIZE @ CELEBRITIES I BLOOD I ~ 
SOMEONE PUSHED A 
POINTY-HAIRED MA~ 
IN FRONT OF LARRY 
DAVID'S HYBRID CAR 
TODAY. 
THE TAINTED RESEARCH . t -ENVIRONMENTAL ii 
I DID. I ISSUES AND HUMOR. ] 
i t • E ~ 
~ I 
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G ET FU ZZY BY DARBY CONLEY 
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CROSSWORD BY UNITED MEDIA 
ACRO.SS 
1 Medico 
4 OH neighbor 
6 Uplift 
DOWN 
1 Take a chance ·• 
2 Make a day 
11 Very hesitant 3. Black-ink entry . 
· · · · 13 Smoothed 4· Chopin '.s • 
, . wood · . . instrument , . . 
14.N.'"' ~land . . -- .. -. ~-E:x~rin rjval 
· st. · . 6 Loop train , .. 
. 15 One academy 7 1920s a.rt form 
· ·17 t:.emohs • . 8 Get·used 10··11 ,;_ : 
18 Depot info ·. ·: ,, e. Nothungcy• i,7_~ ·t· ,. :,;i,. 
20 Cleopatra's 10 FabriC.JT1eas. . ~. , 
2f r:~;Rock'sst.' •. ! (;12 ~~ ' ··, , 
22 Drag out , •. -, · '13.Lots • . .;; .. ,., 
25 Ust shortener ;" . :;1:e Matty~ -
.28 Qestir:iy · orf· , ot b~1:ie.ball , 
· 30. Comancti~s· . . 19 Bldt:i. units 
l., a..::-""'l : ,,,.,. i ·• ·· ~-:,; . · )I1!Y "';i - ' l;:111 
·' 1., '_If( , ' · 32 e';ttery SZ. ·; '. l. 1if ,v, forma11on,::.•'. ,-\<\ , _ ~~, 
33 Ch~!lges , . , 24 -Go r;ight , 
the clock -_26 Bedtime story . 
36 ·Every .,January · '27 Low islands r . 
· · 38 911 destination . 28 Ftintstone·dad .,>i'F -
. 39 Proven thing· ,,:29 Spaceuh•, -r,.,.. f! ;;,;ii• .. L.i · 




,e_r;p~e~., ·:::n.-;-:-t;, •,. /. ,_.; 
42 Half-~tar movie · rlce : · . . . . 
·44~ futated reduction · 
;--.. ~~ --~: ~ -47 Carriper: -~ .. ~ ~ -.~ .. L~n~ plate 
· maybe · _ , <- 35. -ca~s 
, ,49 Pac-to team .. . -a launcl). 
50 Buy . · ·37 ·0vemaul 
53 Brake part . · 40 Tijuana snack : 
., 55 Canoes a'nd 43 · Fumble ' · · · . . , 
· yachts 45 Spills 
57· That man . · the .beans: 
58 Delhi coins . ·45 Relay..crace 
60 "Woof!" (hyph.) need · 
· 62 I.e. words _ .·. 48 ~ . · 
63 Tin, in the lab fonnations 
64 f~st .:·: . . . . , .:. · .~51 Rider's 
.:) . 'command . 
/' 52 .. SaJamander :• 
· 't~ - Lanfta 
/54 Govt. agency . 
. 56 .Compass pt. · 
59 Movie alien 
61 The two of us 






Bom~ers go ~Weil'd 
Junior Brian Weil scores four goals to lead · 
lacrosse team past RIT, 1_5-10, Wednesday 
Page26 _ jiOrts 
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Senior's huiigerfor wins leads Bombers 
BY ALEX DE LOS RIO.$ His catcher and good friend, se- · ca, said he and Sottung spend a 
Staff Writer. nior Craig Nels, said Sottung's de- good amount of time in prac-
. · ·::r;:, sire to win is the same in pick-up bas- tice watching each other 
Kyte -Sottung has a big appetite. ketball as it is in varsity baseball pitch and taking from each 
His teammates will tell you that games. Sottung is so focused on win- other's techniques. Where 
his favorite food is two of every- ning that he doesn't seem to need O'Connor has learned" 
thing. This is a guy who classifies help when he makes mistakes. Nels the work ethic needed 
eating a whole barbecue chicken said it's almost becom; useless to talk to be consistently sue-
pizza as a good late:-night snack. to Sottung on the mound. cessful, Sottung said 
But ask anyone who knows him "Coach tells me to go out to the his younger team-
what his favorite thing to f~ast on mound and [Kyle] won't even lis- - mate has taught 
is and they'll all answer with the ten to me," Nels said. "He sees all him how to win 
same thing: wins. his mistakes before I point them games with 
Sottung, a senior, craves wins out. He's like 'Go back to the plate, placement rather 
like Ithaca residents crave warm please."' than power. · 
weather. As far back as elementary Not much is said in those brief The two 
school gym class, Sottung remem- meetings, Nels· said, but Sottung al- seem to be 
bers going all out. most never makes the same mistake learning well. 
"I'm not a. graciouS: loser," he twice in a game. Like a fine bottle .Since his first start 
said. "Nobody wanted to play of wine, he seems to improve as the as .a freslunan, Sot-: _ 
with me because I did everything game wears on. Senior Mike Pritts · tung · 11as added ··• four · 
to win." ' ·' said, it is Seatmg give11p pitches - a curveball, slurve, · slid-
And Sottung is one of those,r~ . , -and·not turn around and re- er and changeup - to his arsenal. As 
athletes who seellls. . ell no tire the next couple of batters. In six for O'Connor, he lias the lowest ERA 
i:µatter what spotthe·is playing. The appearances this season, Sottung on the team and has thrown the mo$t 
hanf-tbrowing righf-hander at 6 feet boa~ts a 4-1 ratio of strikeoutflo complete games _ (three). Pritts 
3 inches and 190 pounds is built like walk~ and has allowed a hit after a pointed out Sottung's attention 4> de-
a strong safety. He played football , w~ <;>rily !!1ree: times dlis ~- tail in~ as ODlf}of, the ' ,:_ · 
and ~etbalf~.i~ ':.l~' but '? .. , ";, ,;t - ·· · .. ;resiliency that COIICb be bljsWta., 8110C·~ • • 
the highly-recrmtecl ,qumterback ~eorge · . esente was most ihi- "He'll spend the e'ntire praetlce 
had a gut feeling to stick with base- pressed-with when he first saw Sot- . working on one grip," he ~aid. 
ball, his favorite of the two~ instead tung play for Putaski High Sch()()l "Sometimes it's not:even a pitch h.e 
"I always had a little more fun near Syracuse. Valesente parti~- uses that often, but he still wor~s 
playing beld)aU/', Sottung said: "I larly· remembers a game wlieri" .-on•frjust in. case he needs it'' . - . --· - •.·:. =· . 
still miss fooihaltwaeal ,&_o to the ' Sottung played against his:j jiijlif 't ;--}fJ.hftt?{{S'~g)s''.~ ·ine(i~t /~;, ::· :\·.·;·~,,""~1> .. 
games here, but rri'y•'lieart is in teammate junior Torn O'Coimotf": ;: ·~ :,h.abits .. ~uichincanny.iwork;~;5: ~t·{~> .·· · · 
pitching." , . 9 'Vtn,, ''4•"5.~~-gotcloserhl stait;•'-· 'ethic.mi'glitpaliiitth,jn outfo be~!,·' ,-••':.,'.)1.:: 
.. Sottu~g pitc~~•.a ball game is ed throw~g harder, sh~-~~-~  ~~,-his tearnro~te~, 
like a hon stalking , a herd of Valesente said. "When the game gc,t --s~y be 1s 'h'atilly~bo~-~y little 
gazelle: quick, efficient and ~ad- tough, he got tougher." things in life. Boasting a 3.7 GPA 
ly. He has enjoyed fe~ting on op- Although' O'Connor jokingly as. an exercise science major, .Sot-1 
posing batters for-mucb :·of his ca- ·. credited ·that win to Sottung's team tung still manages to enjoy what lit-
reer, but he says the: individual ac- having a 'better defense, he said he's tie free time he has. 
complishments are nothing com- .see-1 Sottung be the difference· in Sottung, an avid moviegoer, is-
pared to the ultimate goal: a trip to games for · the Blue and Gold. a fan of the .The µ)rd .of the Rings, . 
the Division-ill World Series. O'Connor, the No. 2 starter for Itha- · ~ogy.- Pritts said ~()ttung bas1~ad~- : . 
. GABRIEL BUTLER/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR KYLE. SOTTUNG, center, .talks with classmate Craig Nels, left 
and junior Tom O'Connor, right, during Friday's game at Freeman Field. 
'.~t,·  bQok eight · times. He high-; ,-
> Jightea,-:LR.R. Tolkien's creativity. 
·atrd.J drtriies how well the movies. 
:-_portrayed the texts. He said his fa·, 
J:;J orite c,haracter is Aragom becaus¢' 
. ·. ·ofhis ability.to stay calm in the face 
of adversity. 
. . .. ~ Eve~ though be might not be as 
calm ·as the king of Middle-Earth 
· in.games, Sottung is unquestionably 
the le.ader of the team. For exam-
. pfo, thfs year he gave up batting to · 
: help the younger pitchers. He is of-
.. ten seen coaching members of the 
young staff work on their location 
and technique. 
V~esente compared his star 
pitcher's-interaction with his team-
mates to that of an extra coach. Both 
he and Sottung share a mutual re-
spect that shows in th~ way they take 
each other's input on game-time de-
cisions and how to help younger 
. players. ·sottung benefited from 
two large senior classes his first two 
years with the Bombers, and their 
tutelage has made him the cerebral 
pitcher he is today. 
· Pritts said it_' s hard to tell just 
how intelligent Sottimg is on the 
mound without being around him 
constantly. He said the ace pitcher 
is always working on his weaker 
pitches in order to be prepared in 
case his traclemark fastball isn't up 
to full speed. 
"Kyle is the type of pitcher that 
. GABBY .IMMARINO/THE ITHACAN 
A! ~:FEET 4 INCHES, sento.-._Kyle Sott~~-j~-~~ -!mposlng ~resen-~ ;,.; ---~ 
doesn't .always need his i gam~," · . niri~ ·~•-9rill in practice: Although 
Pritts said. "He can figure out how worried at first, Valesente said that 
to beat you with his B game." since Sottung is in such great 
· It's rare for Sottung to bring any- shape, the injury shouldn 't be 
thing less than high grade to the long term. He is expected to start 
mound. Over three and a half sea- the first game of the Bombers ' dou-
sons, Sottung has amassed 24 vie- · bleheader against RIT Saturday. 
tories, good enough for a tie for . Sottung could be back even 
fourth on Ithaca 's career-win list. In sooner. Valesente said he might 
that time, he has set the standard for come in for reliet today against 
strikeouts with 205, eclipsing the old Oneonta. But even if Sottung does-
mark of195, with 14 regular season n't return until next week, he will 
games still to come. This season, Sot- continue to share his knowledge with 
tung is a team best 5-1 and led the the younger pitchers. When he does 
Bombers during their seaso~-high return, he should be rested and ready 
nine-game win streak. to lead the Bombers to what could 
' ~ut in a surprising turn of be their first Division-III World Se-
events, Sottung missed his first start ries appearance since 1994. , 
in four years Saturday after he It would be a just dessert for a 










Bean counting at IC 
questions rec()rd book . 
Monday at Freeman Field, senior 
Mike Pritts was put in the position to 
give a unique answer to the question, · 
"How does· breaking this record make 
you feel?" 
Against Mansfield, Pritts set the 
Ithaca College single'-season record for . 
most times hit by a pitch, with 14. The 
bruise-besting blast came in the eighth in-
ning on a fastball to the back. Pritts hµs- , 
tied down to first, smilfog at the stand- · 
iiig ovation from his teammates in the 
dugout. 
Pritts, the beaningest Bomber, bested · 
the record of 13 set by J_ohn Shelsy .'92·' 
in his senior season. And Pritts still has· 
15 games left this ye~. At his c·urrelit 
pace, Pritts will finish his career having 
taken 30 spitballs to the skin - seven 
more than Shelsy did in his career. 
Pritts' pace of late has been pai¢ul-
ly consistent. Betwe~ . April 3 · -and 
Monday's record-setting ·game,· he -was: 
beaned nine times. That's nine 'times in 
10 days. How would you like it if every 
day after your four o'clock class you took 
an 85-mph fastball to the body? 
Pritts shruggs it off. He played football 
in high school and said he doesn't want the 
pitcher to know he hurt him. But, he says, 
"I don't know if you ever get used to wak-
ing up in the morning with a sore leg." 
Of course, Pritts hasn't been hit every-
day. Some days he was hit more, some less.· 
On April 4, for example, he was hit three 
times, once in the opener of a double-head-
er against Skidmore and twice in the night 
cap. . Same thing happened against 
Hartwick Saturday, except vice versa. . 
It's just this ·season that Pritts' body be-
came the bull's-eye for opposing.pitchers. 
Last season, he was hit three times. His 
freshman and sophomore years, he w_as hit 
three times and once, respectively; But now 
he's the Bombers best batter, and pitchers 
are throwing inside to back him off the 
plate. But Pritts isn't moving. As a result, 
he gets more bruises than a hemophiliac 
in a dodgeball game. 
In fact, the whole Bombers team is 
getting hit more often. This spring,, tlie 
Bombers have been hit 36 times com-
pared to just 15 all of last year. 
So why the increase? 
Last year the NCAA decided to 
make a rule change: No longer does a bat-
ter have to niake an effort to get out of 
the way of an_incoming pitch to get a free 
base if he is hit. . 
Needless to say, coach George Valesente 
and his players have .taken advantage of 
the new system. Valesente and new part-
time coach T.J. Gamba '89 .have had clin-
ics on how to roll toward the catcher if they 
see the b~l coming toward them, thereby 
exposing the "large muscle" areas of the 
body, like the back, thigh and butt. 
This isn't to say, however, that Vale-
sente is instructing his players to get hit. 
That's not true. Besides, the Bombers' ag-
gressive offense is more potent when it's 
swinging bats, not backs. 
But what does this say about Pritts ' 
new record? Are we in the asterisk era 
of Division III college baseball? Should . 
the Ithaca king of dings get a footnote 
next to his name? 
Pritts laughs knowingly when asked. 
. "I'm smiling the first couple steps down 
[to first base] because I'm waiting for the · 
umpire to say, 'No, no, stay here,"' he says. 
What does Shelsy, the former 
record-holder think? The phone number 
provided by the Office of Alumni for 
Shelsy was disconnected. Hopefully, 
he.•s· not too sore about it. 
Press Box appears in this space every 
week. E-mail Charlie Ellsworth at 
cellswol@ithaca.edu. 
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JUNIOR JEF_F SLACK, left, fights against an attack by RIT's Ryan Shand during Wednesday's game. Slack had a goal and an assist. 
Ithaca lowers shoulder 
Seventh-ranked Bombers beat No. 12 RIT, 15-10 
BY JIM HAWVER 
Staff Writer 
_ Welcome back, Brian Weil. 
After ·suffering through Ithaca's last two 
games with a dislocated shoulder, the 
Bombers' leading scorer had a team-high four . 
goals and an assist in Ithaca's 15-10 win over 
. RIT Wednesday. 
· Weil injured his shoulder March 27 during 
Ithaca's 13-6 win at Geneseo. He sat out the 
rest of the Geneseo contest and the next game 
against Utica. He ieturned to ~e lin~up April 
7 _for Ithaca's· f~ tf> CortJan<riif<f'Sat-
urday's 14-8 win at Alfred, but only tallied a · 
combined three points in the pair of contests. 
Wednesday he led No. 7 Ithaca to its 
fourth-straight win over No. 12 RIT. 
" [Weil] has been reapy hurt, so when he 
plays a game like that, it 's really frosting on 
the· cake,i• coach Jeff Long said. "Today was · 
very, very encouraging to see him out there, 
to see him not grimacing and playing in pain." 
With the win, the Bombers improved to 
10-1 overall and 4-0 in the Empire 8 to keep 
pace with N az.areth in the race for the top seed 
in the conference tournament. Going into 
Wednesday's contest, the only blemish on 
both the Bombers' and Tigers' schedule came 
against Cortland, 
Tuesday, Long said the Bombers needed to 
, score early in the contest because they' prob- "He didn't get beat really at all today and he 
ably wouldn1t have many offensive opportu- was a little banged up," Long said. "He got the 
nities as the field ·conditions became poorer. game ball today, and that was well deserved." 
He was right about one thing .:.... the grass, The Tigers and Bombers traded goals three 
especially .near the goal ~!eases, turned to · times' for the fus,t B:30 of the contest. Ithaca 
mud on the Upper Terrace· Field. But poor • took its first lead when junior mi4fielder Matt 
footing didn't pull down Ithaca's offense. Casey scored his -.fust of two · ·th 0:37 
"With conditions like this, we are not go- left in the first quarter to give Ithaca a 3 lead. 
ing to ~ perfect," Weil said. "So when we With a desperation attempt to score be~-the 
· make IIllStakes, we have to make sure we end of quarter, RIT attack Ryan Ne~~~ -
stick together." • ceived a length-of-the-field pass, scored past · 
But they did not have too many miscues. freshman goaltender Dennis Butler and ap- · 
The Blue and Gold's offense rounded RIT peared to have tied the game, 4-4. The refer-
·~ John Foley wBt ~ii~o9 ,- , . -waved dlf a ·itoil~ ~gb~saYiifg fflat the .. 
shots. That production, Long said, .was pri- horn had soundecf before the shot. 
marily due to the Bombers' ability to adapt That was as close as the Tigers got-to ty- r. 
to RlT's unconventional defense. ing the contest.After a 7-5 halftime lead, the 
The Tigers kept close to their goal and did Bombers exploded iri the beginning of the 
not slide up to guard Ithaca's midfielders-when second half, scoring five of the first six goals. 
the Bombers brought the ball into the RIT Junior attack Sean Thomson finished with 
zone. That defensive scheme gave the Itha- five points, off three goals and two assists. 
ca midfielders many offensive opportunities. and Casey_ added a pair of goals and a pair 
Long also had two objectives for the game: _ of assists. 
win faceoffs and scoop up ground balls. Mis- Butler finished with 14 saves in goal, in-
sion . accomplished. Senior midfielder Josh eluding 10 in the second half. 
Marksberry won 16 of 23 faceoffs, and the Weil, who moved into ninth-place on the 
Bombers picked up 72 ground balls compared all-time school assist list, said his shoulder 
to RIT's.29. injury only allowed him to play at abouf 80 
Long applauded Marksberry's gritty per- percent. 
formance - he led the team with 11 ground "But it feels alright when you win," Weil 
balls and played with a sprained shoulder joint. said. 
Red Dragons sweep Blue and:Gold 
BY JENNIFER BEEKMAN 
Staff Writer 
It's 'both emotionally and · 
. physically draining to battle hard 
and compete for seven innings 
· only to come up one run -short. 
. But to have to march right back 
onto the field for another contest 
minutes later is even harder. 
And Wednesday, against Cort-
Freshman pitcher .Zahicta 
Sherman, who suff~ her fourth 
loss of the season in Game I, 
agreed and said win or lose, play~ 
ing doubleheaders is an obstacle. 
. "Playing with intensity 
through both games - that's go-
ing to be a challenge," Sherman 
said. "It's hard. The first game you 
come out with a certain level of ex-
citement. And even if you win, it's 
hard to maintain that level." • land, it proved to be an insur-
mountable task for Ithaca's softball 
team as the Bombers were 
Sherman allowed 10 hits and 
struck out six in a complete game 
--------- performance. scorched by the 
Red Dragons in a 
doubleheader. 
Ithaca took 
tus, and we The Bombers 
(12-10) dropped 
the first game, need to clean i 
·. the field in 
the bottom of 
the seventh 
mnmg of 
Game 1 with 
a one-run 
lead · after 
sophomore 
5-4, and lost 
Game 2, 7-1. 
"In the first 
game, we did a 
good job competing," assistant 
coach Tim Brusseau said. "In the 
second game, we came out flat 
and didn't competefor seven in-
nings. And the score is indicative 
of that." 
Kaitlyn Dulac connected on her 
fourth career home run. 
Sherman-jumpstarted the in-
ning with -a strikeout.' After in-
tentionally walking the next 
batter, Sherman hit a batter and 
threw a wild pitch. Ithaca was un- the loss. Brusseau was pleased 
able to maintain its lead. · with the adjustments made at the 
· "It came down to not coming ' plate. He said the Bombers ad-
through at times when we need.; · justed well to the wide variety of 
ed to," Sherman said. "And in the pitches Cortland pitcher 
second game, we got down on Stephanie Adamshick (13-0) 
ourselves, and it affected us for tossed at them. 
the remainder of the game." "She threw a lot of off-speed 
But Brusseau said that · pitches," Brusseau said. "We got 
though it is. nearly inevitable, seven or eight good hits. So there 
emotional letdown should not be ·were good adjustments made." 
used as an excuse. Brusseau As the Bombers enter the last 
added that the two losses came stages of the regular season and 
down to sloppy errors that the attempt to clinch the top spot in 
Bombers need to eliminate. the Empire 8 conference and 
"We made mistalres that cost home advantage for the confer-
us, and we need to clean it up,'' ence tournament, Brusseau 
Brusseau said. "It's not about mak- said it is important -to return to 
ing spectacular plays. It's about ex:- the basics. · 
ecuting the routine play. · "We need to go back and fo-
In the bottom of the sixth in- cus on being fundamentally 
ning, Game 2 remained compet- sotmd, '. ' Brusseau said. "When 
itive. The Bombers trailed 2-1. you make mistakes against 
However, three errors allowed the good teams, it's costly. We need . 
Red Dragons to score five iuns. to make sure on routine plays that 
Junior Abbey Pelot (6-5) took the we're making good throws and 
loss, despite allowing just three catching and taking good cuts." 
earned runs. The Bombers face confer-
The Blue and Gold could still ence-opponent Alfred in a dou-
take some positives away from bleheader Saturday. 
I 
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Edit next year's Ithaca 
College yearbook. 
Applications for editor 
in chief of the 2005 
Cayugan are now 
available .. 
ALIEATT_IC 
Self Storage Units 
Now Available 
. 61 Additional New Units -
Downtown Ithaca- 24 Hour Access 
Variety of sizes from 5x5 to 10x20 
Low Rates! 
273-5729 
A Division of Paolangeli Contractor 
226 Cecil A. Malone Drive, 
Suite One 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
THE ITHACAN 27 
-SUNDAY BRUNCH 
SATURDAY BRUNCH! 
TWO DAYS TO ENJOY OUR 
GREAT BREAKFAST M _ENU 
•GOURMET OMELITTES, EGGS TO ORDER 
· ♦ WAFFLES, FRENCH TOAST, PANCAKES 
♦HOME FRIES, STIR FRYS, SCRAMBLED TOFU 
♦ FRESH PASTRIES, FRUIT,- GRANOLA 
♦BOTTOMLESS COFFEE, SPECIALTY COFFEES 
Major Credit Cards Accepted 
· NEWLY EXPANDED SEATING· 
308-310 STEWART AVE • 277-4770 
BRUNCH HOURS A.RE SATURDAY & SUNDAY 9:30AM-3PM 




May 15th, 2004 
s:oo p .m. 
ON SALE NOW. $33 
Tickets available at the 
Clinton House Ticket Center, 
607.273.4497 
or visit us on-the web at 
wv,lw.. ~tatetheatreofith.aca.cotn. 
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. *Sale occurring April 9-16 
, . . . 
Individual Event Prices · · Individual Event Prices 
WL Senior Card ·- W LO ·senior Card 
I /,- • Semi-Formal . $15 .$20 
$15 Fountain Day $10 
Cruises · · $15 . 
· Brunch- · · _ $5 
Casino Night . $15 · 





; ~,-- · F irewOr ks · . ·Free · ·· · Free · 
·, , • • , f 
TOTAL ---_$·65 - TOTAL .:_ --$ .:· . 
~ . . ~. 
. Senior Week Pass ·- Senior · 
W/ Senior -Cild -_.. . lO ;::-~~- ~ .. _,~ 
$20 
. SHOUtP YOU BUY A 
. ' 



















STARSKY SHM! TO 
· THINK SO ••• . 
Sponsored by Senior Class 
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The bark inside the~boats 
Differing per"sonalities 
direct South Hi.ll crews 
BY BILL VANPATTEN AND 
NICK SILVERMAN 
Staff writers 
While watching the smooth, si-
multaneous rowing motion of the 
Ithaca crews, it's not hard to see 
what keeps the eight rowers work-
ing as.a synchronized unit striving 
for the exact same goal. 
The ·answer is simple: the 
coxswain. 
Evan Thews-Wassell and Catie 
Gloo are the.ninth members of the_ 
men's and women's crew. teams, 
· respectively. In a sport where 
there are no timeouts and the 
coach can do nothing but watch 
during competitions, the coxswain 
(pronounced coxin) ·serves as mo-
tivator, planner and guide while 
acting as a coach on the water. 
·"They're like a jockey on a race-
horse," men's coach Dan Robinson 
said. . 
Women~s coach Becky Robin-
son hands over the reins to Gloo. 
ly they'll do each one. 
· "It's a lot of leadership and 
thought · and being one step 
ahead," Gloo_ said. 
And with leadership comes re-
sponsibility, Thews-Wassell said. 
"Since the coxswain steers the 
boat, obviously the most important 
part is to steer a straight course and . 
. keep everyone in the boat safe," he 
said. "But in terms of improving 
rowers, a good coxswain has a good 
knowledge of the rowing stroke, and 
what helps a boat move faster." 
Along with steering the boat and 
· coming up with a race pla.I]. good 
enough to win, the coxswain 
serves as a vocal influence for the 
.eight rowers .. 
"In terms of motivation, a good 
coxswain really needs to know what 
excites their rowers and how to 
push them to their physical limit," 
Thews-Wassell said. 
Because of the wind and the.noise 
of the water, the coxswains com-
municate to their rowers through the 
And after receiving instruc-
tions from her coach, Gloo talces 
control. She directs the crew dur-
ing stretche~ apshore "' until the 
workout on~e· water:, J!e_fore the 
"cox-box:· 1be box is a speaker sys- . . REBECA GAijDNER!THE ITHACAN 
tern in the boat which amplifies the SENIOR CATIE GLOO (left), the coxswain, and senior Leslie Nichols leave the dock at practice Friday. . 
coxswain's voice, allowing- ~ -
•r~o:w~e:rs~to~h:~,. ijth~ef~==-~: -~ ::r~,·-~gh=tweight-'coxswain Greg· Glooparticipatedintheaterinhigti,: hand; started his crew career as a 
~ , , g a strong and Holwitt said. "Once· the crew dies, school, and that experience helped her" rower. . 
confident tone, however, may result once they get demotivated, that's it, become a better coxswain. . "I realized, going into my senior launch, Gloo organi •. , 
gathers the · and coordi- in killing the rowers' spirits. the race is done." For Gloo, the stage is the water, year in high school, that I was too 
nates WJ fellow coxswains the 
, length of the dnlls and how quick-
"It's just a ~atter of tone - how · Sometimes the desire to win the the actors are rowers, and she is the small to really compete as a rower 
you say it ....:,; that can kill yom crew," close race elevaies the intensity lev- director. She is in charge of the boat. at tl!_e level that I wanted to compete 
REBECCA GARDNER/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR COXSWAIN EVAN THEWS-WASSEL (right) and · junior 
Steve Ives load the varsity eight boat before practice Friday. 
el in the boat In Gloo 's final year as _ She -corrects rowers · when their at;•· ,Thews-Wassell said. "So I 
the coxswain, and yvith two scnic;,r ~~ techniques areoff, arid she isioon .. "',echoic to'«>X-my-senior year. It was 
rowers in her boat, die urgency to re- stant- motivator. evident right away that not only was 
turn to the NCAA _crew champi- "It's a lot of being on stage, in I better at it, put I liked it a.lot more."' 
onships may be at an all-time high. front of everybody and talking to This could be because Thews-
"She hasn't started cursing un- people,"Gloo said. Wassell gets to show the other side 
til this year," senior ~o-captain Like many actors and athletes, of his personality_ in the boat. 
· Le$lie _Nichols said. ·"Lately she's Gloo is a bit superstitious. Right be- . ''Outside of crew l am actually 
dropped the F-bomb a few . times fore a race; she walks around bare- pretty quiet," he said. "Even though 
and we're all, like; 'whoa.... foot chewing a .stick.of Big-:'Jed. , ltrytohavealeadershiproleandper-
-Thews:..wassell, also a senior, · "Although~'.~kenft'wore 1·:~i~ty at practice, outside of crew 
recognizes the importance of socks ~cause ·11 was like '.· 30 de- I usually keep to myself." 1 
keeping his crew motivated. grees," .she said, laughing. On the water, however, Thews-
"A good coxswain has the abil- · - Along with being superstitious, Wassell shows·his loud personality. 
ity to mesfr all the rowers together Gloo leads her crew with a Zen-like "He's not a loud guy, but he's not 
and create speed with just his or her preparation. quiet either," coach Dan Robinson 
words," he said. "A coxswain that "Everyone sits down, breathes said. "He knows how to tum it on." 
really has skills can make a boat go and thinks about what .they' re go- Thews-Wassell sees tins in 
faster even though we have noth- ing to do," Gloo saia. himself as well. 
ing to do with actually making the Everything she does seems to be "The ability to keep things light 
boat move." working. The women's team is un- and fun, but at the same time know 
Although Gloo and Thews- defeated, ranked fourth nationally - when · and-how to work hard, is an 
Wassell have similar roles in the and hopes to be successful at this attribute of a coxswain that is very 
boat, their personalities outside of year's NCAA crew championships. important, and I believe I accom-
crew are completely different. Thews-Wassel, on the other plish [that] very well,''~ said. · 
• 8 Dm1y T11JS to NYC • =· to~ lslim-4 On Frmys! Oueem&Lcqlsknt) 
• Travel from 4: 10 001 to 8:05 pm 7 ~ a week! 
• Arport Cormtiom to JFK; lD600f90; Na 
s30000new., 
$5 700 Round Trip 
, No reservations are required. Buses leave~ 
20 minutes from tt'lf:? ground level Air Tons Center 
in the North Wing, 42nd Sh-eEt Entronce. f rcm 
!he Shoritine gates~ ihe 3rd Aoor cl the North 
Wing 1here is a convenient ele-totor or escokoors 
down to !he Air Trans Center: 
Ithaca Bus Tmnillal 
710 West Sime Sleet 
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,:·: Classes are offered in all five schools • 
. • SESSION I • SESSION II · 
~ay 24-June 25 June 28-July 3_0 
at Ithaca College 
• GRADUATE 
MUSIC SESSION 
July 6-August 6 
·summer workshops, intemships, and independ~nt studies are also offered. And you. can live on campus. 
I 
For information, ·contact the summer sessions office: 
120 Towers Concoune • 274-3143 • cess@ithaca.edu 
www.ithaca.edu/cess 





Rebounding from a loss to rival Cortland, 
the 18th-ranked Bombers took out their ag-
gression against first-time opponent Cazenovia 
in a 14-2 rout Friday at.Freeman Field. 
The ·Blue and ·Gold scored seven runs in the 
first two innings. Sophomore outfielder P.J. Canes-
trari drove.in five runs and junior outfielder Ben 
McBride finished with two hits and three RBIs. 
Junior Craig . Howe, the (irst of five 
pitchers for Ithaca in the game, e~ed the ~in 
with four shutout innings. · 
Senior first baseman Mike Pritts and ju- · 
nior infielder Marty O'Boyle had two hits and 
two runs scored apiece. Freshman infielder 
Dan O'Neill, who didn ' t enter the game un-
. til a fifth-inning pinch-hit appearance, 
added two hits. 
Saturday, the Bombers opened conference 
play with a sweep at Hartwick. 
In' the opener, Ithaca tied the game 4-4 in 
the seventh inning when sophomore Rob Litz 
recorded an RBI groundout. Then the Soutlt Hill 
squad scored five runs in the eighth to take con-
trol in the 9-6 win. 
SPORTS 
GABBY IMMARINO/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR CRAIG NELS runs to first base in the first inning Monday at Freeman _Field. 
JuniorT~mO'Connorpitchedseveninnings Men's lacrosse Sophomore Chris Ciolino, last year's 
and struck out five to earn his 10th career win. rookie of the year in the Empire 8, was the 
O'Boyle finished with three hits and two RBIs. Saturday lone point scorer for the Bombers. He won 
Canestrari had two hits and two RBIs and senior his singles match against Hobart's Trevo~ 
catcher Craig Nels and McBride scored two runs The Bombers bounced back after their first Mc Andrew 6-7, 6-2, 11-9 for his ·29th career 
apiece. loss of the season by defeating · singles victory. . 
In Game 2, freshman Matt Lavoie allowed -improve _ aca also re- The senior duo of Carey Sherman and Zach 
three hits over five shutout innin undefeated in its Empire 8 schedule af- Coletta won its doubles match 8-4, but the Blue 
Bombers won 4-0. Ne e had two ter three conference games. · · and Gold took losses in the other two contests 
hits ~iece: Juu,r• .J6liii Dowling picked up The Blue and Gold trailed the Saxons 4-3 of the best-of-three-doubles format, taking away 
saves in both games. after the first quarter, but went on a 9-1 scor- a chance for a point. 
Monday, the Bombers defeated Division-IT ing run that spanned from the begimµng of the ~ of the four J~maining matches are · 
Mansfield 8-5. second quarter to tho eDd ofthe third. · · ~ 8 U111.1u,111;.nts, and will be cm-
Freshman Ryan Mays (1-0) pi~hed seven JUDDaaackJeff'Slact · 
and a third innings and allowed· just five hits- · - five -points by~ coring three,. -as-
and two earned runs. He struck out four and sists. Junior midfielder Matt Casey also tallied • 
walked two. five points ~ he added a goal and four assists. 
Senior Joe Cavaho powered the offense with . Junior atta~k Brett Huckle and classmate ·Bri-
thr · d two RBIs. Canestrari drove in an Weil each scored a pair of goals. In total, 10 · 
three runs o hits. different Bombers found the back of the net. 
Dowling pitched . Despite the six goal margin of victory, the 
third save of the year. _ old were outshot by the Saxons~ 
38.:.36. · · , . _ -.-:- . 
Freshman Dennis Butler made 12 saves in 
goal for Ithaca, including nine in the first half; 
Men's.-track and field 
Saturday-
Ithaca faced stiff compet:iti9n at the , 
Columbia Invitational. The Bombers. did not 
win any events. . . -
Men's crew 
·Saturday 
· In the 3,000-~ter nm, senior captain Mike 
Styczynski placed second with a finishing time 
of 8:39.73. Columbia University ?Ominated the 
Softbal I event, ~wever, taking first place, as well as con~ 
The Bombers continued their quest for · secutive finishes from third to sixth place. 
rowing supremacy with another great week- Saturday Senior Kevin Alford tied for second place 
end regatta . Ithaca won four out of five races in the pole vault with sophoJ!lore Roman Rubas 
against Colgate University and the University Ithaca swept a doubleheader against con- ·· of Montclair State University. Both finished 
of Rochester, losing only the ,varsity four race. • ference fo~ Utica as they took the first game with a height of 4 meters. · 
Ithaca's first varsity eight beat out Colgate · 9-0 and won Game 2 by a -score of 6-1. · Senior thrower Tariq Ahmad took second 
by nearly 12 seconds with a time of 6:40.5, The Bombers opened up their seventh . place in the discus throw with a distance of 
while the second varsity eight finished more shutout of the season with a five-run first 42.23 meters. 
,.than eight seconds ahead of the Raiders with inning. - _ In the 1,600-meter relay, the Bombers 
a time of 7:10.7. · Junior Maddie Kraemer led Ithaca's offen- placed fourth with ·a finishing time of 3:25.14, 
The Blue and Gold won the first novice eight sive attack. She tallied three hits - including falling behind third-place Columbia by a slim 
heat by 15 seconds and the second novice eight a three-run triple-in th~ fourth - ancJ drove in . margin of .96 seconds. 
· race by almost .30 seconds over Colgate and five runs. The Blue and Gold pounced on· Uti- No team scores were recorded .. 
Rochester. ca's pitching to recoJ'(l 11 hits. Sophomore Leigh 
Women's track and field 
Saturday 
The Bombers have won nine out of their last · Bonkowski and freshman Mel Chinigo each 
10 races and continue to show improvem~nt contributed two hits. 
with one regatta remaining before the Atlantic · Freshman pitcher Zahida Sherman 
League Sprints in Carlisle, Pa'., April 24. recorded her team-leading third shutout of the 
Women's crew 
Saturday 
The undefeated season continued for the 
fourth-ranked Bombers as they won five out of 
six races against Rochester and Division-I 
Colgate. . 
Ithaca's first varsity eight (7:26.8) pulled 
out with a finish only two seconds ahead of 
Colgate and almost 40 seconds ahead of 
Rochester. · · 
Ithaca's second varsity eight and light-
weight eight each finished in first place with 
times of 8:00.7 and 8:26.6, respectively. The 
Blue and Gold's second varsity eight beat Col-
gate by nine seconds and the lightweight race 
wasn't as close with Ithaca defeating 
Rochester by 22 seconds. . 
Both novice boats wo~ their respective races. 
Ithaca's varsity four was the only boat to not , 
grab top honors. Toe boat finished five seconds 
behind Rochester in second place. 
season. Sherm~ allowed only two hits and 
struck out seven in five innings of work. 
In Game 2, Ith~ca -scored a run in each of 
the first three innings and then capped off the 
win with a · three-run seventh inning. Junior 
Abbey Pelot allowed six hits and fanned four 
in seven innings. The win was Pelot's 32nd ca-
reer victory, which ranks her seventh · on the 
school's all-time wins list. · 
Kraemer and freshman Cat Ebert led the · 
Bombers at the plate with two hits apiece. 
Freshman Jen Marro drove in three runs. 
Men's tennis · 
Thursday 
Toe Bombers competed at the Columbia 
Invitational, but no team scores were kept. 
The top performance .came from junior Katie 
Schkolenko, who placed second in the javelin 
throw with an NCAA provisional qualifying 
mark of 40.04 meters. Her throw is the 12th best 
in Division ffi this year. 
Another top-five finish came from junior 
Bridgette Pilling, who pla~ third in the 3,000-
meter run with a time of 10:23.21. Junior Emi-
ly Maston finished fourth in the 800-meter run 
with a time of 2: I 6.09 and senior Amanda 
Laytham finished fifth in 3,000-meter steeple-
chase with a time of 11 :24.85. 
In the field events, senior Genevieve Billia 
finished fourth in th~ hammer throw with a toss 
of 40.43 meters and took fifth in the shot put . , 
The Bombers fell to Hoban 6-1 for their third with a throw of 10.31 meters. Senior Cory Lipp 
loss in a row. Ithaca has dropped six of its last · placed foµrth in the shot put with a throw of 
seven overall. The loss leaves the seaso1_1 record · 10.45 meters. · ·, · 
to 5-9 for the defending Empire 8 champions. Fresfunan Keri Raymond finished jifth in th~ 
· With only four matches remaining before the tripl~ jump with a jump of 10.I0· meters and· 
conference· tournament, the best the Bombers senior Elena DeQue~ada fini.shed fifth in the 
can finish is at . 500 this season. long jump with a jump of 5 .17 meters. 
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pitcher threw her 
third shutout of 
the season in a 
9-0 win over 
Utica Saturday. 
In more than 72 innings, she has 
allowed just 11 earned runs for a 
stingy ERA- of 1.06. She has 
pitched seven complete games. 
She has a 6-4 record and leads . 
the team with 59 strikeouts. 
Sherman is an anthropology 
major from Seattle, Wash. 
Schedule 
Baseball 
• Today at Oneonta, 4 p.m. 
• Saturday 
at RIT (2), 1 p.m. 
• Sunday at 
St. John Fisher (2), 1 p.m. 
·•Tuesday 
·vs. Brockport, 4 p.m. 
Men's crew 
• Saturday at Holy Cross 
wQJPICtiC:Ut and Tufts, 
• Saturday at Holy Cross 




at Hartwick, 1 p.m. 
•Wednesday 
at Elmira, 4 p.m. 
Women's lacrosse. 
• Saturday 
at Nazareth, 12 p.m. 
· Softball 
• Saturdax 
at Alfred (2), 1 p.m. 
• Sunday 
vs. Buffalo St~te, 1 p.m. 
• Tuesday· · 
vs. RIT (2), 3 p.m. 
• Wednesdax 
at Hartwick (2), .4:30 p.m. 
Men's tennis 
• Friday 
at St. John.Fisher, 3 p.m. 
• Sunday vs. RIT, 3 p.m. 
• Tuesday · 
vs. Hartwick, 4 p.m. 
Men"s track and field 
• Saturday at 
Hamilton Invitational, 11 a.m. 
Women's track and field 
• Saturday at 
Hamilton Invitational, 11 a.m. 
By the Numbers 
·14 
Number of times senior Mike Pritts 
has been hit by a pitch this year. 
He set a single-season record · 
after Mansfield pitcher David Mel-
drum hit him in the second inning 
of Ithaca's 8-5 win Monday. 
· Page26 
They ~aid it 
"A good coxswain_ has the ability to 
. mesh-all the- rowers together and 
~~ate speed with just words." : -













_32TH_EITH_ACA_N _____ Sports 
I 
I • '1 f. 
Ithooq,:s coxswains keep 
1 - the Blue and Gold rowers 
. on pace for a Cffmnpionship 
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THUR,~DAY, APRIL 15, 2004 
ers 
REBECCA GARONER/THE ITHACAN 
• VARSITY EIGHT COXSWAIN senior Evan Thews-Wasaell com-
mands the men's crew Friday in practice on the C.yuga Inlet. 
